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Preface 
Although the pioneer theorem due to Weddernburn on commutativity of finite division 
rings was established as early as 1905, it was from the middle of the twentieth cetuary that 
striking results concerning the investigations of the classes of rings which turn out to be 
commutative or almost commutative under certaun given conditions, started appearing in 
the mathematical Uterature. The theorem to which we refer states that, every finite division 
ring is necessarily commutative. Besides its own intrinsic beauty, this theorem has served 
as jumping-ofF point for establishing the commutativity of rings in many diverse derections 
and attracted a wide circle of mathematicians like, Jocobson, Faith, Kaplansky and Her-
stein, to mention a few only. The present thesis entitled Commutativity And Sructures 
of Certain Rings And Near Rings includes the same type of work carried out by the 
author during nearly past five years at the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. 
The thesis comprises five chapters, which are sum-divided into different sections. In 
chapter 1, we have collected some preliminary definitions and well known results relevent 
to our study which may be needed for the development of the subsequent text. No attempt 
is, however, miide to provide the proofs of these theorems or to include elementary alge-
braic concepts such as rings, homomorphisms, fields and modules etcetra. system of double 
decimal numbering has been used to specify the definitions, examples and results in the 
text. The first figure indicates the chapter, the second represents the section and the third 
demostrates the number of the example, the lemma or theorem tis the case may be, in a 
particular chapter. For example, TTieorem 2.3.5 refers to the fifth theorem appearing in the 
third section of the second chapter. 
In the late 1940 and early 1950, shortly after the development of structure theory for 
rings, a great deal of work was done by many algebraists that showed that under certain 
hypotheses rings had to be commutative or nearly commutative in the sence that the com-
mutators of the ring turns out to be nilpoteuL Among these investigations the study of the 
power map x —» i " for a fixed integer n > 1 sparked special interest. Working on the 
condition that the map x —> i " defines an endomorphism for the additive group (R, +) of 
rings. Herstein [66] established that, if the power map x —• x" with fixed integer n > \ 
defines an endomorphism for the additive abelian group of a ring R, then the commutator 
ideal of R must be nil and the set of all nilpotent elements of R is an ideal. This result 
motivated Bell [26] to establish the following. Let R be a ring generated by n-th powers of 
its elements. If R satisfies the polynomial identity \x'*,y] = (x, j/"J, then R is commutative. 
Section 2.2, begins with an alternative and shorter proof of the above theorem. In the next 
section, we prove this result by imposing condition on commutators and finally establish 
commutativity of rings under more general hypotheses. Indeed, we examine the commuta-
tivity under the condition namely, for allyeR there exist polynomialsp(X),q{X) 6 Z{X] 
such that x'"[x",y|x» = p{ij){x, y"']''q(y) for all x e R where n > 1, k > 0, m>0, r >0, 
s > 0 ore fixed non-negativt integers. Finally, section 2.4 deals with the comutativity of 
rings R if the map x —* x " defines an anti-endomorphism on multiplicative semi-group of 
R. 
There exist sufficient examples to demostrate that certain conditions which render a 
ring with unity commutative fail to imply commutativity for rings without unity. The alge-
breiists like Tominaga, Kobayashi and Komatsu etc. initiated the study of 5-unital as well 
as one sided s-unital rings which constitute comparatively larger classes of rings than that 
of rings with tmity and extend some commutativity results valid for rings with imity to 
these wider classes of rings. Chapter 3 deals with some commutativity conditions for one 
sided s-imital rings. In section 3.2, a few preliminaries and basic concepts related to these 
rings are collected. In section 3.3, the result of Theorem 2.3.3 has been extended to one 
sided s-unital rings while in section 3.3, we prove some commutativity theorems using W. 
Streb's [123] classification of non-commutative rings with unity 1 as a main tool. The results 
obtained in section 3.3 have been further extended to one sided s-unital rings in last section. 
A concept that generalizes Boolean rings (satisfying i^ = x)as well as J-rings (satisfy-
ing x"(*) = x) is that of Periodic rings (satisfying x"^*) = x"* '^'^  for distinct positive integers 
m(x) and n(x) greater than 1. These rings have been among the favourites of many ring 
theorists over the last few decades to mention a few, Chacron, Searcoid and 
MacHale, Ligh eind Luh, Bell and Ligh etc. In Chapter 4, we study direct sum decomposi-
tions of rings under certain polynomial constraints which lead to buy commutativity of rings 
as well. Section 4.2 is devoted to establish the structures of rings satisfying the properties 
(Pi) xy = y^{xy)Py" and (P2) ^ = iTiy^Yy^, where m = TO(X, y) >0, n = n(x, y) > 0 
and p = p(x,y) > 1. The commutativity of such rings has also been deduced as corollary of 
the structure theorem. In section 4.3, we extend the study further and obtain a structure 
theorem for near rings under the same conditions mentioned above. Commutativity of dis-
tributively generated near rings has also been established and it has also been shown that 
under certedn appropriate conditions such rings turns out to be rings. Finally, in sectin 4.4, 
we extend the same structure theorem for a wider class of near rings called D-near rings. 
The study of derivations was initiated during 1950 ' and 1960 ' . It was E. C. Pos-
ner(l l l] who in 1957 established two very striking results concerning derivations. These 
results under reference state that (i) Let R be a prime ring of characterstic not 2 and d^, 
di derivations of R such that the iterate di ^2 is o.lso a derivation, then one atleast of dj , 
^2 is zero.(ii) If d is a derivation of a prime ring such that for every element x of a ring 
xd{x) — d{x)x e Z{R), then either the ring is necessarily commutative or d is zero. Later, 
the notion of derivation has been generalized in various directions such as semi-derivation, 
{a, T)-derivation, Jordan derivation and generalized derivation etcetera. There has also been 
considerable interest in investigating commutativity of rings, more often that of prime and 
semi-prime rings admiting these mappings which are centralizing or commuting on an ap-
propriate subset of R. Inspired by these works, we initiate in Chapter 5 the study of 
generalized derivations, the concept more general than derivations An additive mapping 
F : R — • R is called generalized derivation if there eodsts a derivation d : R —> R such 
that F{xy) = F(x)y + xd{y) hold for all x,y e R. In section 5.2, we extend a result of 
Bell and Luicer [41] for lie ideal as follows, Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a 
non-zero lie ideal of R such that u^ 6 U, for all ueU. If R admits a generalized derivation 
F associated with a non-zero derivation d such that F[u,v]) = [u,v] for all u,v E U, then 
U C Z{R). The same result has been proved without the characterstic assumption on ring 
in the next section. Chapter has been concluded by proving a result admiting the skew 
commuting maps i.e.- let A be a subset of R. A function f : R —> R is said to be a skew 
commuting function on A if xf{x) + f{x)x = 0, for all x € R. 
Some papers based on the portion of the text have either already been published or 
accepted for the publication in standard refereed Mathematical Journals / Reserch volumes. 
At the end, an extensive bibliography of the related litrature has been also included. 
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Chapter-1 
Preliminaries 
§ 1.1. Introduction 
The present chapter includes some basic notions and important termi-
nology which we shall need for the development of the susequent chapters of 
our thesis. However , the elementry knowledge of the algebraic concepts like 
groups, rings, fields and homomorphisms etcetera has been preassumed and no 
attempt has been made to discuss them here. Some key results and classical 
theorems related to our subject matter are also incorporated for ready refer-
ence. Suitable examples and necessary remarks are given at proper places to 
make the exposition self contained as much as possible. 
§ 1.2. Some Ring Theoretic Concepts 
This section is aimed to collect some important terminology in ring the-
ory. Throughout, R represents an associative ring may be without unity until 
otherwise stated. For any pair of elements x,y E R, the commutator xy — yx 
will be denoted by [x, y] and anti-commutator xy + yx by [xoy). The symbols 
N{R), C{R), Z{R), U{R) and J{R) denote the set of nilpotent elements, the 
commutator ideal, the center of the ring, the set of units and the Jacobson 
radical of R respectively and P{R) denote the set of potent elements of R that 
is the set {x E R\ x^^^^ = x, for some positive integer n{x) > 1}. 
Definition 1.2.1. (Characterstic of a Ring). The smallest positive integer 
n (if exists) such that nx = 0 for all x e R is called the characterstic of the 
ring R. If there exists no such integer, we say tha t R has characterstic zero. 
If R has unity 1 then the characterstic of R is also the the smallest positive 
integer n for which n . l = 0 . Some time we shall denote the characterstic of R 
by CharR. 
Definition 1.2.2. ( Idempotent Element) . An element e of a ring R is said 
to be idempotent if e^ = e. An idempotent is said to be central idemporent if 
it is in the center of R-i.e. ex = xe for all x E R. 
Remark 1.2.1. Trivially zero of a ring R is idempotent. If R contains unity 1, 
then 1 is also idempotent. Also it is easy to note that if e is central idempotent 
of R, then so is 1 — e. 
Definition 1.2.3. (Ni lpotent Element) . An element x of a ring R is said to 
be nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that x" = 0. The least 
positive integer n with r" = 0 is called the index of the nilpotency of x. 
Remark 1.2.2. Every nilpotent element is necessarily a divisor of zero. In-
deed, if X 7^  0 is nilpotent, then there exists the smallest positive integer n > 1 
such that x" = 0 so that .T.T"^^ = 0 with x"~^ ^ 0 . 
Definition 1.2.4. (Center of a Ring). The center Z{R) of a ring R is the 
set of all those elements of R which commute with each element of R-i.e. 
Z{R) = {x eR\ xr = rx, for all r E R}. 
Definition 1.2.5. (Ideal). Let / be a non-empty subset of a ring R with the 
property that / is an additive subgroup of the additive subgroup of R. Then 
(i) / is a right ideal in R, if / is closed under multiplication on the right by 
elements of R. 
[a) 7 is a left ideal in R, if I is closed under multiplication on the left by 
elements of R. 
{in) I is an ideal in R if it is both right as well as left ideal in R i.e. 
for each a e I, r E R,ra and ar £ R. 
Definition 1.2.6. (Finitely Generated Ideal). Let S be a non-empty subset 
of a ring R. Then the ideal (right or left)/ of R is said to be generated by 5" if 
(i) SCI 
{ii) For any (right or left) ideal B of R, S C B ^ A C B. 
We usually denote such an ideal by the symbol < S >. If 5 is a finite set, 
then an ideal / generated by S is said to be finitely generated. In particular, 
If / is generated by a single element a E R, the / is said to be a principal ideal 
and denoted by < a >. 
Definition 1.2.7 (Ni lpotent Ideal). An ideal / of a ring R is said to be 
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that / " = 0. 
Definition 1.2.8. (Nil Ideal). An ideal / of a ring R is said to be nil if every 
element of R is nilpotent. 
Remark 1.2.3. (i) Every nilpotent ideal is nil but a nil ideal need not be 
nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.1. In a commutative ring 
R = Z[xi,X2,X3, ]/{xj,xl,xl ), 
the ideal I =<Xi,X2,X3, > generated by Xi,±2,^3, is nil but not nilpo-
tent. 
(ii) In a commutative ring, the set of all nilpotent elements is an ideal but 
it is not true in case of non-commutative rings. 
Example 1.2.2. Let Zi be the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over the ring X of 
integers, then I ^ ^ 1 and\ „ jare nolpotet elements of ^ 2 but their 
sum is not nilpotent. This shows that the set of nilpotent elements in 'Z^ is 
not closed under addition and as such can not be an ideal in Zi. 
Definition 1.2.9. (Commutator Ideal). The commutator ideal C[R) of a 
ring R is the ideal generated by all commutators [x,y] with x,y E R. 
Definition 1.2.10. (Prime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be prime if 
and only if it has the property that for any ideals A, B in R whenever AB C P 
then ACPorBCP. 
Remark 1.2.4. (i)An ideal P of K is prime if and only if for any a,b € R 
whenever aRb C P, then a E P or b E P. 
(ii) If /J is a commutative ring then an ideal P of i? is prime if and only 
if for any a,b E R, whenever ab E P then a € P or 6 € P. 
Definition 1.2.11. ( Semi-prime Ideal). An ideal / in a ring R is said to be 
semi-prime if for any ideal A in R, whenever A^ C. I then A C I. 
Definition 1.2.12. ( Maximal Ideal). An ideal M of a ring R is called max-
imal \i M ^ R and there exists no ideal A'\n R such that M d A C R. 
Remark 1.2.5. (i) If M{^ R) is a maximal ideal of R then for any ideal A of 
R, M QA<ZR holds only when either A = M ox A=^ R. 
(ii) Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring with unity 1 is prime. 
However, the converse of this statement is not valid. 
The following example shows that unity in the ring is essential for the 
validity of the above statement. 
Example 1.2.3. The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is maximal, but 
certainly not prime. Indeed, 
2 • 2 G (4) but 2 ^ (4) 
Definition 1.2.13. (Jacobson Radical). The Jacobson radical J{R) of a ring 
R is the intersection of all maximal left (right) ideals of R. 
Remark 1.2.6. (i) J{R) is a two sided ideal of R. 
{u)J{R) is the set of all those elements of R which annihilates all the 
irreducible /^-module i.e. 
J{R) = {r e R \ rM = 0, for every irreducible i?-module}. 
Definition 1.2.14. (Annihilator). If M is a subset of a commutative ring R, 
then annihilator of M, denoted by Ann[M) is the set of all elements r o[ R 
such that rm — 0, for all m E M. Thus 
Ann{M) = {r E R\ rm = 0, for all m e M } . 
Definition 1.2.15. (Prime Ring). A ring R is said to be prime if its zero 
ideal (0) is prime. Thus, R is prime if and only if for any a,b E R such that 
aRb = 0, we have a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Equivalently, a ring R is prime if and only if any one of the following 
holds: 
(i) If (a) and (b) are principal ideal in R such that (o)(6) = 0, then a = 0 
or fe = 0. 
[a) The left annihilator of a non-zero ideal is (0). 
Definition 1.2.16. (Semi -prime Ring). A ring R is said to be a semi-prime 
ring if it has no non-zero nilpotent ideals. 
Remark 1.2.7. R is semi-prime if and only if for any x G R, whenever 
xRx = 0,then x = 0. 
Definition 1.2.17. (Simple Ring). A ring R is called simple if R"^ ^ (0) and 
it has no ideal other that (0) and (/?) itself. 
Definition 1.2.18. (Semi-s imple Ring). A ring R with zero Jacobson radical 
is said to be semi-simple. 
Definition 1.2.19. (Boolean Ring). A ring R is said to be a Boolean ring if 
all its elements are idempotent i.e. x^ — x, for all x € R. 
Remark 1.2.8. (i) Every Boolean ring is necessarily commutative. 
(ii) Every Boolean ring has characterstic 2. 
Definition 1.2.120. (Periodic Ring). A ring R is called periodic if for any 
X G R, we can find distinct positive integers m. and n such that x"* = x". 
Definition 1,2.21. (Torsion Free Ring). A ring R is said to be n-torsion 
free, where n 7^  0 is an integer, if whenever nx = 0 with x E R then rr = 0. 
Definition 1.2.22. (Subdirectly Irreducible Ring). A ring R is called sub-
directly irreducible if the intersection of all non-zero ideals of R in non-zero. 
Definition 1.2.23. (Polynomial Identity). A polynomial f{Xi,X2, X^) 
in non-commuting indeterminates Xi ,X2 , Xn with integral coefficients 
is said to be a polynomial identity in R if f{ri,r2, r„) = 0, for every 
r i , r 2 , r„ € R. If / (A ' l , X2, Xn) is a polynomial identity, then we may 
simply say that / is a polynomial identity in R. 
Definition 1.2.24. (Direct Sum and Subdirect Sum of Rings ). Let S",, 
i E^ U he a family of rings indexed by the set U and let us denote by S the 
set of all functions defined on the set U such that for each i €. U, the value of 
the function at i is an element of 5, . If addition and multiplication in S are 
defined as :(a + b){i) = a{i) + b{i), {ab)i = a{i)b{i) for all a, 6 £ 5", then S is 
a ring which is called the complete direct sum of the rings St, i E U. The set 
of all functions in S which take on the values zero at all but at most a finite 
number of elements i E U is a subring of S which is called discrete direct sum 
of rings Si, i E U. However, if {/ is a finite set, the complete (discrete) direct 
sum of rings Si, i E U, as defined above is called direct sum of rings Si,iEU. 
Definition 1.2.25. (Lie and Jordan Structures). Let R be an associative 
ring, we can induce on R using its operations two structures as follows : 
(z) For all 2, y € R, the Lie product [x,y\ = xy — yx. 
{ii) For all x,y E R, the Jordan product xoy = xy + yx. 
Remark 1.2.9. For any x,y,z E R, the following identities hold : 
(i) [xy, z] = x\y, z] + [x, z]y. 
[ii) [x,yz] = y[x,z] + \x,y]z. 
[iii) [[x,y],z] + [[y,z],x] + \{z,x],y] = 0. This is known as Jacobi identity. 
(iv) x o {yz) = (x o y)z - y[x, z] = y{x o z) + [x, y]z. 
(v) {xy) oz = x{yoz)- [x, z]y = (x o z)y + x[y, z]. 
Definition 1.2.26. (Lie (Jordan) Ring). Let /? be a ring. We can induce 
on R using its multiplicative structure, the operation Lie (resp. Jordan) ring 
defining the product in this ring to be [a,b] = ab — ba (rasp, a ob = ab + ba) 
for all a,b E R, where the product ab signifies the product of a and b in the 
ring R itself. 
Definition 1.2.27. (Lie (Jordan) Subring ). A non-void subset U of Ris a 
Lie (resp. Jordan) subring of /? if t/ is an additive subgroup of R and a,b E U, 
implies that [a, 6] (resp.(ao6)) is also in U. 
Definition 1.2.28. (Lie (Jordan) Ideal ). An additive subgroup U of R is 
said to be a Lie (resp. Jordan) ideal of R if whenever u €. U and r E R, then 
[u,r] (resp.(u or)) is in U. 
Example 1.2.4. Let R he a ring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF{2). Let 
C/ = < I I I 0,6, c 6 GF{'2) >. It can be easily verified that f/ is a lie 
ideal of R and ^ = s I L J | a, 6, C, rf £ GF{2) > is a Jordan ideal of R. 
§ 1.3. Near Rings 
In this section we give some basic concepts and simple properties of near 
rings 
Definition 1.3.29. (Near Ring). A left near ring R is a triple {R,+,*) with 
two binary operations + and * such that 
(i) {R, +) is a group (not necessarily abehan). 
(a) {R, *) is a semi-group. 
{in) a * {b + c) = a * b + a * c ioT a\\ a,b, c E R. 
If instead of {iii), we have 
(iv) {a + b) * c = a * c + b * c kr all a, b, c E R. 
Then R is said to be a right near ring. 
As in both the cases, the theory of near rings runs completely parallel, we 
may consider left near rings throughout and for simpUcity call them as a near 
rings. 
Example 1.3.5. (i) The set of all identity preserving mappings of an additive 
group G (not necessarily abelian) into itself with pointwise addition and com-
position of mappings as multiplication is the most natural example of a near 
ring. 
(ii) R = {Q,a,b,c} is a left near ring with addition and multiphcation 
tables defined as below: 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
* 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
It is quite easy to check that {R, +, *) is a left near ring. 
Definition 1.3.30. (Distributive Element). An element x of a near ring R 
is said to be distributive if (y + z)x = yx + zx for all x,y,zE R. 
Definition 1.3.31. (Distributive Near Ring). A near ring R is said to be 
distributive in case all of its elements are distriburive. 
Remark 1.3.10. If 7? is any near ring then 
(i) For all x E R, x 0 = 0, but not necessarily 0 a: = 0. However, if R is 
distributive, then 0 ,x = 0. 
(n) x{—y) = —xy for all x,y E R but not necessarily {—x)y = —xy. How-
ever, if R is distributive, then (—x)y — —xy. 
Definition 1.3.32. (Additive Center). An additive center of a near ring R 
is the set of all those elements of R which commute with every element of R 
under additon. 
10 
Multiplicative center of a near ring is defined in the same manner as we 
have defined center in the case of rings (cf. Definition 1.2.4). 
Definition 1.3.33. (Distributively Generated Near Ring). A near ring R 
is called distributively generated {d — g), if it contains a multiplicative subsemi-
group of distributive elements which generates the additive group {R, +). 
Definition 1.3.34. (Strongly Distributively Generated Near Ring). A 
near ring R is called strongly distributively generated {s — d — g), if it contains 
a set of distribitive elements whose squres generaye {R, +). 
Example 1.3.6. The near ring generated additively by all the endomorphisms 
of a group {G, -f-) (not necessarily abelian), is a distributively generated near 
ring. 
Definition 1.3.35. (D-Near Ring). A near ring R is called a £)-near ring if 
every non-zero homomorphic image F of R satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) F has a non-zero right distributive element. 
(M) The additive group (F, +) of F is abelian implies that F is a ring. 
Example 1.3.7. R = {0,a,b,c,u,v} with addition and multiphcation tables 
defined as follows : 
11 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
u 
V 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
u 
V 
a 
a 
0 
u 
V 
b 
c 
b 
b 
V 
0 
u 
c 
a 
c 
c 
u 
V 
0 
a 
b 
u 
u 
c 
a 
b 
V 
0 
V 
V 
V 
c 
a 
0 
u 
* 
0 
a 
b 
c 
u 
V 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
b 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
u 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
V 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
{R, +, *) is a D-near ring. 
Definition 1.3.36. (Ideal). An ideal of a near ring R is defined to be a normal 
subgroup / of /?"•" such that 
(i) RI C / . 
(M) (X + i)y — xy E I for all x,y E R and i E I. 
Normal subgroups of {R, +) satisfying (z) are called the left ideals and 
satisfying {ii) are called right ideals. 
In case of a {d — g) near ring, the condition (i) above may be raplaced by 
[lY IR c /. 
Definition 1.3.37. (Near Ring Homomorphism). A mapping f : R —* R* 
of a near ring R into another near ring R* is called a near ring homomorphism 
if fix + y)= fix) + fiy) and fixy) = fix)fiy) for all x,y E R. 
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Definition 1.3.38. (Zero-symmetric Near Ring). A near ring R is called 
zero-symmetric if 0 x = 0 for all a: G /? ( this is to point out that left distribu-
tivity of R yields x 0 = 0). 
Example 1.3.8. Let R = {0,a, 6, c} with addition and multiplication tables 
defined as below : 
+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
b 
c 
0 
b 
b 
c 
a 
a 
c 
c 
0 
0 
b 
* 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
c 
0 
a 
b 
0 
b 
0 
b 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
It can be easily verified that R'ls a zero-symmetric near ring. 
Remark 1.3.11. A {d — g) near ring is necessarily zero-symmetric. 
Definition 1.3.39. (Zero-commutative Near Ring). A near ring R is said 
to be zero-commutative if xy = 0 implies yx = 0 for all x,y E R. 
Example 1.3.9, R = {0, a, 6, c} with addition and multiplication tables de-
fined as below : 
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+ 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
0 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
0 
a 
c 
c 
b 
a 
0 
* 
0 
a 
b 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
a 
0 
c 
b 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
0 
a 
0 
c 
Then {R, +, *) is a zero-commutative near ring. 
§ 1.4. Some Key Results 
In this section we state some well known results which may be frequently 
refered to in the subsequent text. For their proofs, the references are men-
tioned against respective results for those who develope interest in them. 
Theorem 1.4.1. (Weddernburn[128]) A finite division ring is a field. 
Theorem 1.4.2. (Jacobson[79])Let Rhe a ring in which for every x E R 
there exists an integer n = n{x) > 1, depending on x such that a:"(^ ) = x, then 
R is commutative. 
Theorem 1.4.3. (Kaplansky[82]) Let Rhe a ring with center Z{R) and a 
positive integer n = 77(.T) > 1 such that x"('=) e Z{R) for every x e R. If in 
addition, R is semi-simple, then R is commutative. 
Theorem 1.4.4. (Herstein[64]) Suppose that Risa ring such that given any 
two elements x,y E R there exists some positive integer n{x,y) > 1 which 
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depends on both x and y satisfying x^^ '^^ ^y = yx^^^'^K Then, either R is com-
mutative or its commutator ideal is nil. 
Theorem 1.4.5. (Frohlic[55]) A (rf — ^)near ring R with unity 1 is a ring if 
(R, *) is abelian or if R is distributive. 
Theorem 1.4.6. (Bell[23]) Let R he a, zero-symmetric near ring having no 
non-zero nilpotent elements then 
(a) Every distributive idempotent is central. 
(ft) For every idempotent e and every elemente x E R, ex^ = (ex)^. 
(c) If R has a multiplicative identity element, then all idempotents are cen-
tral. 
Theorem 1.4.7. (Posner[ l l l ] ) Let R be a prime ring of characterstic not 2 
and di, d<i, derivations of R such that the iterate did^ is also a derivation, then 
one atleast of dj, di is zero. 
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Chapter-2 
Certain Power Maps And Commutativity 
Of Rings 
§ 2.1 . Introduction 
During the second half of the twentieth centuary, I. N. Herstein initi-
ated a number of interesting investigations of commutativity of rings under 
certain restictions which attracted a wide circle of algebraist like Bell, Nishi-
naka, Tominaga, Kobayashi, Adil Yaqub and Komatsu, to mention a few only. 
Among these investigations his study [66]of the power map x —> x" for a 
fixed integer n > 1 spanked special interest. Working on the condition that 
the map x —> a;" defines an endomorphism for the additive group {R, +) of 
rings, Bell [26] established the commutativity of rings satisfying a more gen-
eral polynomial identity namely [.T",y] — [x,y^] with additional hypotheses on 
the elements of ring. In section 2.2, we revisit the result due to Bell [26] and 
present an alternative shorter proof of it. This section is, infact, a warm-up 
for establishing certain new results in the subsequent text. 
In section 2.3, we further extend the above mentioned identity and prove 
commutativity results by considering rather a more general polynomial iden-
tity under certain appropriate restictions on ring. 
In section 2.4, we extend a result due to Abu-Khuzam [4]. The theorem to 
which we refer states : if n > 1 is a fixed integer and R is an n{n — l)-torsion 
free ring with unity 1 satisfying the identity (XT/)" = rr"?/" for all x,y E R, 
then R is commutative. Finally, suitable examples are also provided to justify 
the conditions imposed on the hypotheses of our theorems. 
§ 2.2. 
In 1961, Herstein [66] initiated the study of the rings in which for a fixed 
positive integer n > 1, the power map x —> x" for ring elements defines an 
endomorphism on the additive group (/?, +) and showed that such rings need 
not be commutative in genaral. However, he proved the following : 
Theorem Hi. Let R be a ring and n> \ he a fixed positive integer. If the map 
X —• a:" defines a group endomorphism for the additive group {R, +), then 
the commutator ideal of R must be nil and the totality of nilpotent elements of 
R is an ideal. 
Infact, the hypothesis of the above theorem can be simply formulated as 
follows : 
(*) There exists a fixed positive integer n > 1 such that (x+y)"' — 3;"+y" 
for all x.,y ^ R. 
We can easily observe that the ring satisfying the polynomial identity (*) 
also satisfies the identity 
(**) [3:",y] = [3^ >?/"], n > 1 is a fixed positive integer. 
Indeed, if R satisfies (*), then 
(.T + j/)"+i = {x + yY{x + y) 
Also (x + ?/)"+^ = (.T + ?/)(.r" + y"). Thus, 
(.T" + 2/")(.x + y) = {x + 7/)(x" + y"). 
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This yields, 
[x",y] = [x,y"]. 
However, an arbitrary ring satisfying the condition (**) fails to satisfy (*). 
This motivated Bell [26] to extend Theorem Hi and established the following: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let R be a ring generated by n-th powers of its elements. If 
R satisfies the identity {**), then R is commutative. 
In an attempt to provide an alternate proof of the above theorem, we need 
the following lemmas essentially proved in [80] and [86] respectively. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Ifx,y e R and [x,[x,y]] = 0, then [x'",?/] = mx"'~^[x,y] for 
all positive integers m-. 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let f be a polynomial identity in n non-commuting indeter-
minates a;i,a:2, ,x„ mith relatively prime integer coefficients. Then the 
following are equivalent : 
{i) Every ring satisfying the polynomial identity / = 0, has nil commutator 
ideal. 
(ii) For every prime p, the ring {GF{p))2 o/2 x 2 matrices over GF{p) fails 
to satisfy / = 0. 
(Hi) Every semi-prime ring satisfying f = 0 is commutative. 
Now, we state the following result due to Herstein [59]. 
Lemma 2.2.3. / / R is a ring with center Z{R) and if x"^ - x e Z{R) for all 
X E R, n{x) > 1 is an integer, then R is commutative. 
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We shall now prove the following : 
Lemma 2.2.4. Let n > I be any positive integer. 
(i) If R is a ring generated by the n-th powers of its elements satisfying {**), 
then C{R) C Z{R). 
{ii) If R is n-torsion free ring with unity 1 satisfying {**), then 
C{R) C Z{R). 
Proof. Let R satisfies the condition (**), which is a polynomial identity with 
relatively prime integral coefficients. Now, the choice of x = en and y = 621 
shows that for every prime p, the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF(p) fails to 
satisfy (**). Thus, by the application of Lemma 2.2.2, C{R), in both the cases, 
is nil ideal. 
We now show that N{R) C Z{R). If a e N{R), then 
[a",2/] = [a,7/"] for all y e 72. (2.2.1) 
We use the induction on the index of nilpotency of a. If a^ = 0, then a com-
mute with n-th powers and hence it must be central. Now, suppose that the 
nilpotent elements of index less than k are central and assume that a* = 0. 
Then a^^iO^ , a " are all central. Thus, the argument just given above 
shows that a commutes with n-th powers and hence a G Z{R). This complets 
the proof of part (i). 
Now, in view of (**), we have 
[1 + a,7/"| = [\+na + C^a^ + + a", j/] . (2.2.2) 
Thus, if a2 = 0, then (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) shows that \na,y\ = 0. Hence 
\a,y\ — 0, since R is n-torsion free. Now, using the same techniques as in 
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the above case, we get na € Z{R), which yields that a 6 Z{R). Thus, in both 
the cases 
N{R) C Z{R). 
But, since C{R) C N{R), hence C{R) C Z{R). D 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. Replace x by 2x in (**) we get 
2[x,y-] = 2-[x\y], 
which in view of (**) becomes 2[.T", y] = 2"[a;",t/], that is (2" - 2)[rr",t/]. This, 
on using Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.4 {i) becomes 
(2"-2)n[x,3/]a;'^-^ = 0 . 
Now, if r = (2" - 2)n, then 
r[x,y]x^'^ = 0. 
Again by the application of Lemma 2.2.1, this yields that [x^,y] = 0, i.e. 
.T"€ Z( /?) ,a :eK,r = ( 2 " - 2 ) n . (2.2.3) 
With the application of Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.4 (i), (**) gives 
[.T",J/] = ny'^~^[x,y], which on replacing y by y" yields 
Again in view of Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.4 (i), the last identity reduces 
to 
[-T",?/"]=2/("-^)'[.T,2/"']. 
On combinig this with (**), we obtain m view 
of (2.2.3), this yield 
[x^y" - y'-^'-i)'^"] = [x",y"] - f^^-'^"[x\y^] = 0. (2.2.4) 
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Now, let s = (2" - 2)(n - 1 ) 2 + 1. Then (2.2.4) gives [x"", y" - y"*] = 0, that is 
yji _ yus commutes with .T", hence y" — y"^ is central, since R is generated by 
its n-th powers of its elements. Thus [y" — y'^,x] = 0 and so [y",x] = [y"*,a:], 
which in view of (**), becomes [y — y*,2;"] = 0, i.e. y — y^ E Z{R). Hence, in 
view of Lemma 2.2.3, R is commutative. • 
§2.3. 
Continuing the above investigations, one may generally ask the following 
question : what hypotheses in addition to (**) may replace the condition that 
R is generated by the n-th powers of its elements in Theorem 2.2.1 so that R 
again turns out to be commutative. In this direction, we prove the following : 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let n > I be a fixed positive integer and R be a ring with 
unity 1 satisfying the identity {**). Further, if R satisfies the propertyQ{m) 
for m =\n where 
Q{m) : For any x,y E R whenever m[x, y] = 0, we have [x,y] = 0. 
Then R is commutative. 
Evidently, every ring has the property Q{1) and if R has the property 
Q{n) then it also has the property Q{m), for every divisor m of n. 
Although we shall study a more general the property (**) in the subse-
quent text (cf. Theorem 2.3.3), we feel it worthwhile to present the proof of 
the above theorem seperately because the technique used is rather simple and 
straight forward. Infact, the proof is based on the application of the following 
lemma due to J. Tong [127]. 
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Lemma 2.3.5. Let R be a ring with unity 1. let Io{x) = x*". If k > 1 , let 
Il{x) = IJ-_^{1 +x)- Il_,{x) . Then /;_i(x) = i ( r - l)r! + r\x, /;(x) = r! 
and Ij{x) = 0 for j > r. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Using the symbols of Lemma 2.3.5, the identity 
(**) can be rewritten as under 
[x^y]^[xj^{y)]. (2.3.5) 
Putting y = 1 + y in (2.3.5) , we get [x^,y\ = \X,IQ{1 +y)]. By the application 
of the Lemma 2.3.5, we have 
{x\y] = [x,iny) + iSiy)]] 
= [x,I^{y)] + lx,I^{y)] 
Using (2.3.5) we get 
[.r,/r(2/)]=0. (2.3.6) 
On replacing y by 1 + y in (2.3.6) and iterating (n — 2)-times, we get 
[x, -n\{n - 1) + n\y] = 0, 
which gives nifa;, t/) = 0. This impHes {x,y] = 0. Hence R is commutative. 
a 
As a generalization of (**) further, we consider the following ring property. 
(* * *) For ally e R there exist polynomials p{X}, q{X) E Z\X\ such that 
x^lx'^.yXxf = p(y)(a;,y'"l*<7(y) for &llxeR where n > 1, A: > 0, m > 0, 
r > 0, 5 > 0 are fixed non-negative integers. 
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Theorem 2.3.3. Let R be a ring vjith unity 1 satisfying the property (***). 
Further, if atleast one of r and s is zero and R satisfies the property Q{n), 
then R is commutative. 
In order to develope the proof of our theorem, we require the following 
lemmas essentially proved in [31] and [33] respectively. 
Lemma 2.3.6. Let R be a ring with unity 1 and let f : R —> R be a poly-
nomial function of two variables with the property f{x +1,2/) = f{x,y) for 
all x,y £ R. Then for all x, y E R, each of the equation x^f[x, y) = 0 or 
/(.-r, y)x* = 0, for a fixed positive integer k, implies f{x,y) = 0. 
Lemma 2.3.7. Let R be a ring (may be without unity 1) and suppose 
for each x,y 6 R, there exists a polynomial f{X) € X2Z[X\ such that 
[x,y] = [x,y]f{x). Then R is commutative. 
Now, we prove the following : 
Lemma 2.3.8. Let R be a ring satisfying the property (***). If atleast one of 
r and s is zero, then C[R) C N{R). 
Proof. Let R satisfy the property (* * *). If r = 0, then we have 
l^^yy = p{y)[x,y"'Hy)-
Replacing a: by x + y in (* * *), we get 
[(x + y)^2/](x + y r = [a:^t/]a;^ 
This is a polynomial identity and we see that x = - e n + 621, y = en fail 
to satisfy this equahty in iGF{p))2, p a prime. Hence by Lemma 2.2.2, 
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C{R) C N{R). On the other hand if s = 0, then choose x = —en + ei2, 
y — Cii to get the required result. • 
Lemma 2.3.9. Lei R he a ring with unity 1 satisfying the property (***). 
Moreover, if R satisfies the property Q{n), then N{R) C Z{R). 
Proof. Let u 6 N{R). Then there exists a positive integer t such that 
u' e Z{R), for all l>t,t minimal. (2.3.7) 
If f = 1, the result is obvious. Therefore , we assume that t > I. Replacing x 
by u^~^ in the given property to get 
^^0-i)[„"(^-i),y|^^(*-i) =. p{y)[u'-\y"^]>'q{y). 
Now, application of (2.3.7) and the fact n{t — I) > t, yields that 
Pivnn'-Kyn'qiy) = 0. (2.3.8) 
Further, replacing x by 1 + w'~' in our hypothesis, we obtain 
{l + u'-'Y{{l+u'-'r,y]il-^u'-'Y=p{y)[u'-\y"']''q{y). 
Thus, in view of (2.3.8) we find that 
(1 + u'-'Y[ii + u'-'r,y]ii + u'-'y = 0. 
But since (1 +u^~^) is invertible, the last equation implies that 
[(1 + u'-^Y, y] = 0, for all y e R. (2.3.9) 
Combining (2.3.7) and (2.3.9), we get 
0 = [{l+u'-'Y,y] = [i + nu''\y] 
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-i.e. n [ t i ' " \ y ] = 0, for all y e R. Hence, application of property Q{n) yields 
that [u^'\y] = 0 which implies that u^~^ G Z{R). This contradicts the mini-
mality of t in (2.3.7) and thus t= I and consequently u E Z{R). Q 
Now, we are well equiped to prove our theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.3. Combining Lemma 2.3.8 and Lemma 2.3.9, we get 
C{R) C N{R) C Z{R). (2.3.10) 
Replacing x by 1 + x in (* * *), to get 
(l + r r ) ' - [ ( l+ .T)" ,y] ( l+x)* = p{y)[l + x,y"']''q{y) 
= p{y)[x,y'^My) 
= x''[.T",y]ar^. 
Now application of Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.3.10) yields that 
n[.T, 7/1(1 + . T ) ' - + " + " - ^ = n[x,yy+'+''-\ 
This implies that n[x,y{{l + .T) '"+^+"-I - a;''+^+"-i}] = 0. By the application 
of Q{n) we get 
0 = [x,2/{(l +a;)'-+^+"-^ - . T ' - + ^ + " - 1 } ] = [x,y]{(l +3:)'-+''+"-^ -x ' -+^+" - i } . 
This is a polynomial identity and can be written in the form [x, y] = [x, y]f{x) 
for some /(X) E X2Z[X\. Hence, by Lemma 2.3.7, R is commutative. D 
The existence of unity 1 in the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3.2 and 
Theorem 2.3.3 can be justified by the following example. 
Example 2.3.1. Let Dk be the ring of all A; x A; matrices over a division ring D 
and Ak = {(a^j E Dk \ 0^ = 0(t > j)}.Then Az is a non-commutative ring of 
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index 3 which satisfies the identity (x",!/] = [x,y''] for all x,y e A3 and n > 2. 
Now we supply an example which shows that the existence of the prop-
erty Q{n) in the hypotheses of both Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.3 is not 
superfluous. 
Example 2.3.2. Let S" be a subring generated by the elementary matrices 612, 
ei3 and 623 in the ring of 3 x 3 matrices on Zp, the field of integers mod{jp) 
and let 
R = {(.T,m) I xeS, me Z2]. 
Define addition and multiplication in R as follows 
(xi,7f?,i) + (.T2,m2) = {x\ 4-a;2,mi,m2) 
(a;i,7f?i)(.X2,TO2) = (xi^z -{-rhxX2 + rh^xi.fhxfhi) 
It is readily verified that /? is a ring with unity satisfying the condition 
[.x",y] = [Xjy"] for all x,y E. R and n > 2. However, R is non-commutative. 
§2.4. 
In the same paper [66], Herstein studied the rings in which the power map 
X —• x^ is endomorphism on the multiplicative semi-group of R and showed 
that in this case also while the rings need not be commutative in general but 
they are nearly commutative in the sense that each commutator turns out to 
be nilpotent. The theorem to which we refer is, namely. 
Theorem H2. Let R he a ring in which (xy)" = a;"?/" for all x,y e R and a 
fixed positive integer n > 1, then every commutator in R is nilpotent. More-
over, the nilpotent elements of R form an ideal. 
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Later, Abu-Khuzam [4] proved that if a ring R with unity is an n{n — 1)-
torsion free satisfying the identity {xyY — x"r/", for all re, y 6 /?, then R is 
necessarily commutative. Further, Ashraf et. all [17] reproved a result due 
to Awtar [20], which states : any ring R with unity 1 in which there exists a 
fixed positive integer n > \ such that no prime p < n is a zero devisor and 
{xyY = x"t/" for all X, y 6 R turns out to be commutative. It is rather natural 
to disscus the case when the map x —> x" is an anti-endomarphism on the 
multiplicative semi-group of the ring. In this direction, we prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let n > I he a fixed integer and R be an n{n+ l)-torsion free 
ring with unity 1. If R satisfies the identity 
(xj/)" = y".T" forallx,yeR\N{R)UJ{R). (2.4.11) 
Then R is commutative. 
We begin our discussion with the following results which are pertinent for 
the development of the proof of the above theorem. Lemma 2.4.10 and Lemma 
2.4.11 are proved in [26] and [80] respectively, moreover they hold even for rings 
without unity. 
Lemma 2.4.10. Let R be a ring satisfying an identity f{X) = 0, where f{X) 
is a polynovfiial in non-commuting indeterminates, its coefficients being inte-
gers with highest common factor one. If there exists no prime p for which the 
ring of 2 x 2 matrices over G{F{p)) satisfies f{X) = 0. Then R has a nil 
commutator ideal and the nilpotent elements of R form an ideal. 
Observe that for any y e R, [x + l,y] = [x,y] and the commutator func-
tion f : X —^ [x,y] possess the property f{x + 1) = f{x). Hence, we can 
rewrite Lemma 2.3,6 as follows. 
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Lemma 2.4.11. Let /? be a ring with unity 1. If for some positive integer m, 
x'^[x,y] = 0 for all x,y 6 R, then necessarily [x,y] = 0. 
For a ready reference, we state the following result due to Herstein [64]. 
Lemma 2.4.13. Let R he a ring in which given a,b E R there exist integers 
m = m{a,b) > 1, n = n{a,b) > 1 such that dJ^lf = b^a^. Then, the commu-
tator ideal of R is nil. In particular, if R has no non-zero nil ideals, then R 
must be commutative. 
Now, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.14. Let R he a ring with unity 1. If R is n{n-\-1)-torsion free and 
satisfies the identity (.xy)" = y"x" for all x, y E R. Then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let U{R) represent the set of units in R. Suppose x E R and u E 
U{R). Then by our hypothesis, we have {uxu~^)" = ii~"rE"«" and hence 
ux^u~^ = u~"x"tx", which implies 
[M"+\.r"] = 0, for all xE Rand UEU{R). (2.4.12) 
Let a E N{R) then there exists a minimal positive integer p such that 
[a'^.x"] = 0 for all integers k > p, p minimal,(p > 1). (2.4.13) 
Suppose p > 1. Since 1 + a^'^ E U{R), on comparing with (3.2.1), we obtain 
[(l + aP-i)"+\.T"] = 0. (2.4.14) 
Combining (2.4.13) and (2.4.14), we get (n + l)[aP-\a:"] = 0 and hence 
[aP"\a;"] = 0, since R is {n + l)-torsion free. But this contradicts the min-
imality of p in (2.4.13). This implies that p = 1 and hence by (2.4.13) we 
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obtain 
[a,a;"] = 0 for all x e R, aeN{R). (2.4.15) 
Let S be the subring generated by all the nth powers of elements of R. Thus, 
(2.4.15) implies that N{S) C Z{S). Clearly S satisfies the hypothesis placed on 
R. In fact, all the nilpotent elements of S satisfies the identity (xy)^ = ?/"x" for 
all x,y E S, which is a polynomial identity with coprime integral coefficients. 
But if we consider x — ei2 and y = 621, we find that no 2 x 2 matrices 
over (j(F(p)), p prime, satisfies this identity. Hence by Lemma 2.4.10, the 
commutator ideal C[S) of S is nil. Thus in view of the above arguments we 
get 
C{S) C N{S) C Z{S). (2.4.16) 
For all x,y e S, {xy)"x = x(yx)", which implies that [x"+\y"] = 0. Now 
using (2.4.16) and Lemma 2.2.1, we have (n + l)x"[x, y"] = 0 and hence 
x"[x, (n + l)y"] = 0. Replacing x by (x + 1) we get, (x + l)"[x, (n + l)y"] = 0 
and by the application of Lemma 2.4.11, we get n{n + l)[x,?/"] = 0. This 
implies that [x,y"] = 0, since R is n{n + l)-torsion free. Again using (3.2.6) 
and Lemma 2.2.1, Lemma 2.4.11 and torsion freeness condition on R, we get 
[x,y] = 0 for all x,y G S. Therefore, 
[.T",2/"] = 0 for all .T,y6/2. (2.4.17) 
Now, we observe that .x""*"^ ?/""'"^  = x{x^y^)y = x{yx)^y, i.e. 
x 
n+l n+l _ /^.,\n+l y"+^ = (xy)"+i for all x,y E R. (2.4.18) 
U X E R and u be a unit in R, then we find 
[«"+S.T"] = 0 for all XER, uEUiR). (2.4.19) 
Similar arguments to those used in getting (2.4.15) from (2.4.12) yield the 
following from (2.4.16) 
[a.x""*"^ ] = 0 for allx E R and all nilpotents a E R. (2.4.20) 
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Thus, (2.4.15) and (2.4.20) yields [a, x] = Q for all x e H that is N{R) C Z{R), 
but in view of Lemma 2.4.12, (2.4.17) directly implies that the commutator 
ideal C{R) of R is nil. Hence we have 
C{R) C N{R) C Z{R). (2.4.21) 
To complete the proof of our lemma, let x,y E R. By (2.4.17), [x",y"] = 0. 
Using (2.4.21) and Lemma 2.2.1, we find that nx"~^[x,y^] = 0. Replace x by 
(.-r + 1) to get {x + l)"-^[x,ny"] = 0. Hence by Lemma 2.4.11, n[a;,t/"] = 0, 
this implies [x, t/"| = 0, since R is n-torsion free. Applying the same argument 
to [x,y"] = 0 we see that y"~^[x,ny] = 0 = (y + l)"~^[a;,n?/] and hence again 
using Lemma 2.4.11, we get [x,y] — 0. Hence, we are through. • 
Now, we shall prove our theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4.4. Suppose u,v £ U{R). Then hypothesis (2.4.11) 
yields 
Also {uvu~^)^ = uv^u~^. Thus, u'^v^u" = uv"u~^ and hence 
[u"+\^;"] = 0, for all u,ve U{R). (2.4.22). 
This readily yields that [«"("+i),t;"] = 0 and [u^("+i),i;"+^] = 0 so that 
[u"("+i),t;] = 0 for all u,v E U{R). (2.4.23) 
Now, if X € N{R) U J{R), then l-xE U{R) and hence (2.4.23) gives 
[«"("+!), x] = 0 for all ueU, xe N{R) U J{R). (2.4.24) 
Uux e N{R) U J{R), then (2.4.24) implies that [u"("+i),'ux] = 0 and hence 
K("+^\x] = 0 for all ueU, ux E N{R)U J{R). (2.4.25) 
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Suppose, next x ^ N{R) U J{R) and ux ^ N{R) U J{R) then by hypoth-
esis, we have 
and hence 
[„n(n+i) ,j.nj = Q V zi 6 f/(7?), X ^  Ar(/2) U J(/2),ua: ^ N{R) U J(7?). (2.4.26) 
Combining (2.4.24), (2.4.25), and (2.4.26) we obtain 
|^n(n+l) ,pnj ^ Q f^^^. ^jj ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ (2.4.27) 
Now let u be an arbitrary unit in U{R) and let 
m. = n ( n + l ) . (2.4.28) 
Thus, by (2.4.27) we get 
[u"',x'"]=0 for all ueU{R), x e R. (2.4.29) 
Next, we shall show that 
{x"'-^u"'xr" = ^ ' " ' " .T ' " ' " for all u G C/(/2), x e /?. (2.4.30) 
To this end, we distinguishe two cases : 
Case 1. x " - ! e NiR) U J{R) or u'^x 6 A^(;?) U J{R). This implies 
1 - x"'-' e U{R) or 1 - u^x 6 £/(/?). 
So, by (3.2.12) and (3.2.18), we get 
[ 1 - . T ' " - \ « ' " ] = 0 or [l--u'"x,'u"*] = 0. 
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Hence, in either case, we get [x"^ ,^ w'"] = 0. Combining this fact with (2.4.29), 
we obtain 
Case 2. x""-^ i N{R) U J{R) and vTx ^ N{R) U J{R). 
We distinguishe two sub-cases : 
Case A.xe N{R) U J{R). By (2.4.24) and (2.4.28) we have [«'",rc] = 0 and 
hence 
(x^^-^u^^a;)" = (a:'"w'")" 
Thus (a:'"-^u"*rc)'"" = -(i"''".T'"'", which proves (2.4.30). 
Case B. X ^ ^(R) U J{R). Applying the hypothesis (2.4.11) twice togather 
with (2.4.27) and (2.4.28) we obtain 
{T'"'hrx)" = (U'".T;)"(X'"-^)" 
hence we get 
(.X"'-*U'".T)'"" = •U'"'".T'"'". 
Thus, (2.4.30) is proved in all cases. Also for any x E R, u E U{R), 
{x"'-^u'"x)'"" = x"'-^u"'x"'u"'x"' u'^x 
this gives 
(.7;"'-Hz'".-r)'"" = .T""*'-1U""*'X. (2.4.31) 
Combining (2.4.30) and (2.4.31), we get 
^nm^-l^nn.2^ = M^'^'o:"'"' = x"""'?/""*'. (6^/(2.4.29)) 
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Hence, 
a;""*'-1 [«""*', x] = 0 for all X e fi ti e U{R). (2.4.32) 
Replace x by 1 + x in (2.4.32) and in view of of Lemma 2.4.11, we get 
[W""'',.T1 = 0 for all X € /? u e U{R). (2.4.33) 
Let a 6 N{R). Then there exists a minimal positive integer po such that 
[a^, x] = 0, for all integers p > po. (2.4.34) 
We claim that po = 1- Suppose not, then by (2.4.33) 
[(1 + a''"-^)"'"',.x] = 0, for all x E R. 
This implies, using (2.4.34), nm?[aP°''^,x] = 0, for all x e R. Hence R in 
nm^-torsion free so we get [a' '°~\x] = 0. This contradicts the minimality of 
Po. So Po = 1 and hence by (2.4.33) we obtain 
[a, .T] = 0, for all X G /?, a G R. 
Therefore, 
N{R) C Z{R). (2.4.35) 
Next we show that 
x(x"+\y"] e Z{R) for all x ^ N{R) U J{R), y ^ N{R) U J{R). (2.4.36) 
Let X ^ iV(il) U J{R), and y ^ Ar(/?) U J{R) then by hypothesis (xy)'' = y".?:". 
Now (xy)"x = x(yx)". This imphes that y"x"''"^ = x""*"^ ?/" and hence 
x[.T"+\y"]x = 0. 
Which gives 
(x[.T"+i,y"])2 = 0. 
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Hence a:[rr"+Sy''] € N{R) C Z{R), by (2.4.35). Which proves (2.4.36). Now, 
suppose that x € N{R) U J{R). Then 1-x E U{R) and hence by (2.4.32) we 
have 
[ ( l - x ) " ' " ' , y ] = 0 , foraWyeR, xeN{R)UJ{R). (2.4.37) 
Similarly y € N{R) U J(/?). Then 1 - t/ e U{R) and hence by (2.4.32) we get 
[a; ,( l-y) '"" '] for all . r e / ? , yeN{R)UJ{R). (2.4.38) 
Combining (2.4.36), (2.4.37) and (2.4.38), we readily verify that the following 
holds in R ; 
[[x[x"+\y"], (1 - . T ) " - ' ] , (1 - yr^'] = 0 for all x,y e R. (2.4.39) 
Now (2.4.39) is a polynomial identity which is satisfied by all the elements of R. 
Further, (2.4.39) is not satisfied by any 2 x 2 matrix ring over G{F{p)) for any 
prime p, as a consideration of the following shows; x = 622 and y = 621 + 622-
Application of Lemma 2.4.11 gives, C{R) is nil and hence by (2.4.35) 
C{R) C N{R) C Z{R). (2.4.40) 
Recall, by (2.4.33) [tz"'"',.T] = 0 for all x e R,u e U{R). This implies, using 
(3.2.30) and Lemma 2.2.1 
nmV"''-^[M,.T] = 0 for all x E R,u e U{R). 
Hence R is riTn^-torsion free and u is a unit yields [u,x] = 0 for all u E U{R) 
and X E R, which implies that 
U{R) C Z{R). (2.4.41) 
Suppose X E N{R) U ./(/?). Then 1-xE U{R) C Z{R). Thus, 
XEZ{R) (xy)" = t/"x", for all y E R, x E N{R){J J{R). (2.4.42) 
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Similarly if y € N{R) U J{R). Then l-yE U{R) C Z{R). Thus, 
yeZ{R) (xy)" = y".T", for all x e R, yeN{R)\JJ{R). (2.4.43) 
Combining (2.4.42), (2.4.43) and (2.4.11), we obtain 
(xy)'' = y"a:", for all x,y £ R. (2.4.44) 
Hence, R is commutative in view of Lemma 2.4.13. • 
As a consequence of the above theorem, we can drive the following : 
Corollary 2.4.1. Let n > 1 be a fixed integer and R be an n(n + l)-torsion 
free ring. If R satisfies the identity 
(xy)" = y"x" for all x,yeR\N{R). 
Then R is commutative. 
Corollary 2.4.2. Let n > 1 be a fixed integer and R be an n{n + l)-torsion 
free ring. If R satisfies the identity 
(xy)" = y"x" for all x,yER\J{R). 
Then R is commutative. 
Example 2.3.1, shows that the existence of unity 1 in the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.4.4 is essential. Now, we provide an example which justifies that 
the condition n{n + l)-torsion free in the statement of Theorem 2.4.4 can not 
be replaced by n-torsion free or (n + l)-torsion free even if the given identity 
(xy)" = y^x" holds for all x, y E R. 
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Example 2.4.3. Let 
f 0 b c \ / l O O 
R^laI + B\B=\ 0 a d , / = 0 1 0 | , a,b,c,d e GF{3) 
\0 0 0 J V O O l 
It can easily be verified that (.xy)^ = y^x"^ and (xy)^ = y^x^- So, with n = 2, R 
is n-torsion free and (.TJ/)" = y"a:", moreover R is not commutative. Also with 
n = 3, R is n + 1-torsion free and (xy)" = y^x^, but R is not commutative. 
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Chapter-3 
Commutativity Of Certain 
5-Umtal Rings 
§ 3.1. Introduction 
We have seen in the prevoous chapter that there are enough examples to 
show that many results true for rings with unity fail to hold in case if the 
ring does not contain unity. Despite this observation one should not give up 
the case for rings without unity. In one of such attempts, Tominaga [124] 
introduces the notion of s-unital rings which, in a natural way are further 
generalized to the notion of one sided s-unital rings, namely left s-unital rings 
and right s-unital rings. The present chapter is devoted to the study of certain 
classes of one sided s-unital rings. 
In section 3.2, preliminary material conerning left (resp. right)s-unital 
rings has been collected. Section 3.3 includes two results, one for left s-unital 
ring and other for right s-unital rings which are infact generalizations of the 
result (cf. Theorem 2.3.3) for ring with unity obtained in the previous chapter. 
Examples are provided to demostrate that results true for left s-unital rings 
need not be true for right s-unital rings which in turn also to show that notions 
of left and right s-unital rings are distinct. 
In section 3.4, the study is further extended and results are obtained for 
one sided s-unital rings which generalize many results obtained earlier by al-
gebraists like Bell [37], Nishinaka [109], which in thensilves were generalizes of 
many more known results. The proofs ibn this section depends on a classifica-
tion of non-commutative rings with unity given by W. Streb [123]. 
§3.2. 
In this section we provide some relevent definitions and collect some pre-
liminary results for s-unital rings. Most of the material has been extracted 
from [76] and [124] 
Definition 3.2.1. (s-unital Ring). A ring R is called left (resp. right) 5-unital 
if x € Rx (resp.x € xR) for all x E R. \i R is both left as well as right s-unital, 
then R is said to be s-uuital. Thus, R is s-unital if and only if x E Rx D xR 
for all X G R. 
It can be easily observed that a ring with unity 1 is necessarily s-unital (left 
as well as right s-unital). However, there are left (resp. right)s-unital rings 
which do not contain unity (cf. Example 3.2.1 ). 
Definition 3.2.2. (Pseudo Identity). U R is an s-unital ring , then for 
any finite subset F oi R there exists an element em R such that ex = xe = x 
for all X E F. Such an element e is called pseudo-identity of F in R. 
Definition 3.2.2. (Certain Ring Properties). Let P be a ring property. 
If P is inherited by every sub-ring and every homomorphic image, then P is 
called /t-property. More weakly, if P is inherited by every finitely generated 
sub-ring and every natural homomorphic image modulo the annihilator of a 
central element, then P is called an //-property. A ring property P such that 
a ring has the property P if and only if all its finitely generated sub-rings have 
P, is called an F-property. 
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Obviously, any polynomial identity being satisfied by a ring R is an h-
property whereas the property R being commutative is an F-property. 
The following lemma essentially proved in [76] enables us to reduce some 
problems of s-unital rings into those of rings with unity. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let P be an H-property and P* be an F-property. If every ring 
with unity 1 having the property P has the property P*, then every s-unital 
ring having P has P*. 
§3.3. 
As remarked above, the class of s-unital rings are the generalization of 
class of rings with unity 1 and in turn the class of left (resp. right)s-unital 
rings is wider than that of s-unital rings. Recently, many results for rings with 
unity 1, particularly a number of commutativity theorems have been extended 
to one sided s-unital rings. In this section, we shall generalize our Theorem 
2.3.3 for one sided s-unital rings. In view of Lemma 3.2.1 and the remark given 
above, one can reduce some commutativity problems of s-unital rings to those 
of the rings with unity. Indeed, we prove the following : 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let n > 1, k > 0, m. > 0, r > 0 be fijced non-negative in-
tegers and let R be a left s- unital ring in which for every y E R there exist 
polynomials p{X),q{X) € Z[X] such that rr'"[x",?/] = p{y)[x,y"']''q{y) for all 
X E R. Further, if R satisfies the property Q{n), then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let Rhe a left s-unital ring satisfying 
x'-lx^y] = p{y)[x,y'-]''q{y). (j) 
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for some p{X),q{X) G Z\X]. Suppose y is an arbitrary element of R. 
Then for any finite subset {y,x} C R there exists a pseudo identity, say 
(cf. Def. 3.2.2) such that ey = y and ex = x. Now, replacing x by e in 
(t), we get 
e'-[e",y] = p{y)[e,yn''Q{y) 
for some p{X),q{X) E Z[X] and fixed integers n > 1, fc > 0, r > 0. This 
yields that y — ye" E yR. Thus, R is right s- unital and hence 5-unital. 
Now, in view of Lemma 3.2.1, we can assume that R has unity 1 and hence by 
Theorem 2.3.3., R is commutative. D 
Using the same technique as employed in the proof of the above theorem 
with necessary variations we can prove the following : 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let n > 1, k > 0, m. > 0, s > 0 be fixed non-negative inte-
gers and let R be a right s- unital ring in which for every y E R there exist 
polynomials p{X),q{X) E Z\X] such that [.T",7/].T* = p{y){x,y^]''q{y) for all 
X E R. Further, if R satisfies the property Q{n), then R is commutative. 
The following examples shows that Theorem 3.3.1 is not valid for right 
s-unital rings whereas Theorem 3.3.2 fails in case of left s-unital rings. 
Example 3.3.1. Let /?i = \\ r. r. \ i o ) ' ( o i ) ' ( i i ) } 
be subring of 2x2 matrices over G{F{2)). Then, one can check that Ri is a non-
commutative left 5-unital ring satisfying the property [a:",?/]x^ = y*^[x,y"^]y^ 
for fixed positive integers n > I, m > 0, s > 0, t > 0, j > 0 and Ri has the 
property Q{n), for every odd integer n. 
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Example 3.3.2. let i?2 = | ( Q o j , ( j J j , ( i i j , ( j J ) } 
be subring of 2 x 2 matrices over G{F{2)). Then /?2 is a non-commutative 
right s-unital ring satisfying the property x''[rr",y] = y'fx, y*"]?/^  for any fixed 
positive integers n > I, m > 0, r > 0, t > 0, j > 0. Indeed, R2 has the 
prope'rty Q(n), if n is odd. 
§3.4. 
In 1979, Bell [30] proved the following : If i? is an associative ring with 
the property that for each x,y E R, there exist integers m, n > 1 for which 
xy = y"*a "^) then R is commutative. In an at tempt to generalize this re-
sult, Quadri and Khan [117] proved that a ring R with unity 1 is commuta-
tive if it satifies the polynomial identity [xy — y"*x",x] = 0 where m > 1, 
n > 1 are fixed positive integers. Further, Bell et al.[37] estabished that the 
above result remains true if the value of the exponent m appearing in the 
given identity is no longer fixed, rather depends on the ring element y. Re-
cently, Nishinaka[109]improved this result as follows : a ring R with unity 
1 is commutative if it satisfies the condition \x"*y — f{y)x^,x] = 0 for some 
f{t) 6 t'^Z\t], where rn and n are fixed non-negative integers. In the pere-
sent section our objective is to further extend the study and investigate the 
commutativity of rings by considering the following ring properties : 
{CH) For each x,y E R there exists a polynomial f{X) E Z[X] such that 
[x-x'f{x),y-y^fi7j)] = 0. 
(Pi) For each x,y E R. there exists an integer m > 0 and polynomials 
f{X) E X''Z\X\ and g{X), h{X) E XZ[X] such that 
(1 - x^y g{x"'y)}\x'"y - .x-y f{x"^y),x]{l - .x^y /i(a:-y)} = 0. 
(Fi*) -For each x,y E R there exists an integer m = m{x,y) > 0 and polyno-
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mials f{X) e X^Z\X] and g{X),h{X) e XZ[X] such that 
{1 - x^'y g{x^y)}{x"'y - x^y J{x^y),x\{\ - x^y h{x^y)} = 0. 
{P2) For each x,y E R there exists an integer m > 0 and polynomials 
f{X) e X^Z[X] and g{X),h{X) € XZ[X] such that 
{1 - x'^y g{x^y)}[yx"' - x^y J{x^y),x]{\ - x'^y h{x^y)} = 0. 
(P2) For each x,y E R there exists an integer m = m{x,y) > 0 and polyno-
mials f{X) e X^Z[X] and g{X),h{X) E XZ[X] such that 
{1 - x'"y g{x"'y)}[yx"' - x'^y f{x"'y),x]{l - x^'y h{x'^y)] = 0. 
(P3) For each x,y € R, there exist integers m > 0 , n > 0 , p > 0 and 
f{X) E X^Z[X] with / ( I ) = ±1 such that [x,xPj/x'" - x"/(y)] = 0. 
(P4) For each x,t/ € /?, there exist integers m > 0 , n > 0 , p > 0 and 
/ ( X ) e X2^[X] with / ( I ) = ±1 such that [x,xPyx'^ - /(i/)^"] = 0. 
In a recent paper, Streb [123] gave the classification of all non-commutative 
rings, which has been used effectively as a tool by many researchers, to obtain 
a number of commutativity theorems ( cf.[12], [90], [91] and [92], to mention 
a few). Infact, he considered the following types of rings. 
( 
, GF{p) GF{p) \ 
^'^ I 0 GF{p) j ' P ^ P""^^-
/ GF{p) GF{p) \ 
iVi I 0 0 ) ' P ^ prime. 
'^^ '- \ GF{p) 0 J ' P ^ P""™ -^
0 M^iK) = 1 ( 0 a(a) ) I " ' /^ ^ ^ [. where A' is a finite field with (a 
non-trivial automorphism a . 
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[iii) A non-commutative division ring. 
(iv) S =< 1 > +T, T a non-commutative radical subring of S. 
(v) S =< 1 > +T, T a non-commutative subring of S such that 
T[T,T] = [r,T]T = 0. 
From the proof of [123, Corollary 1], it can be observed that if /? is a non-
commutative ring with unity 1, then there exists a factor-subring of R which 
is of the type (i), {ii), {in), (iv) or (v). This obsevation gives the following 
result which plays the key role in our subsequent study (cf. [92. Lemma 1]). 
Lemma 3.4.2. Let P he a ring property which is inherited by factor-subrings. 
If no rings of the type (i), {ii), {Hi), {iv) or {v) satisfy P, then every ring with 
unity 1 satisfying P is commutative. 
We apply the above lemma to prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let R be a ring with unity 1 satisfying any one of the prop-
erties (Pi) or {P2), then R is commutative (and conversly). 
Theorem 3.4.4. Let R be a ring with unity 1 satisfying any one of the prop-
erties (P3) or (P4), then R is comm,utative (and conversly). 
In our attempt to equip ourselves to prove the above theorems, we shall 
need the following lemmas essentially proved in [90, Corollary 1] and [64] re-
spectively. 
Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose that a ring R with unity 1 satisfies the condition {CH). 
If R is non-commutative, then there exists a factorsubring of R which is of the 
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type (i) or {ii). 
Lemma 3.4.4. Let R he a ring in which for every x,y E R there exists poly-
nomial f{X) 6 Z[X] such that [x — x^ /(a^),^] = 0. Thcr R is commutative. 
Now, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4.5. Let R he a division ring satisfying any one of the properties 
(Pi) or (P2), then R is commutative. 
We shall prove the result for the property (Pi) and proof for the property 
(P2) similarly follows. 
Proof. Suppose that R satisfies the property(Pi). Let u be a unit in 
R, then for each y E R there exist polynomials f{X) 6 X'^Z[X] and 
g{X),h{X) e XZ[X] such that 
0 = {1 - {x-'^x"'y) g{x-"'x"'y)}[x-"'x"'y - x-^x'^y f{x-"'x"'y),x] 
{1 - (x-'"x"'y) h{x-"'x"'y)} 
= {^-yg{y)}[y-yf{y),^]{i-yh{y)}. 
This implies that 1 — yg{y) = 0 or 1 — yh{y) = 0 or [y — y f{y),x] = 0. In all, 
R is commutative by Lemma 3.4.4. D 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3. Suppose that R satisfies the property (Pi). In view 
of Lemma 3.4.2, it suffices to show that R can not be the ring of the type 
{i),{ii), {Hi), {iv) or {v). 
First consider that 7? is a ring of the type (i). Then, in {GF{p))2, p a 
prime, we see that for each f{X) 6 X^Z[X] and g{X), h{X) e XZ[X] 
AA 
{1 - eri(ei2 + 622) 9{eTi{ei2 + 622))} 
[er}(ei2 + 622) - eri(ei2 + 622) f{eTi{ei2 + 622)), en] 
{1 - eri(ei2 + 622) h{e^,{e,2 + 622))} 
= - e i2 7^0, 
a contradiction. Hence no rings of the type (z) satisfy (Pi) . 
Now consider ring of the type M„{K), a ring of the t j ^ e {ii) and choose 
•^  = ( o ' ( a ) ) ' y={ll)-
Then for each f{X) e X^2Z{X] and g{X),h{X) 6 XZ[X] we see that 
{1 - x"'y g{x'"y)}[x"'y - x^'y f{x"'y),x]{l - x^'y h{x^y)} 
= Q'"(a(Q) - a)ei2 ^ 0. 
Hence, R can not be the ring of the type (ii). 
Further, let i? be a ring of the type {Hi), i.e. R is a non-commutative 
division ring. But by the application of Lemma 3.4.5, R is commutative, a 
contradiction. 
Assume that R is a ring of the type (iv), that is R has a factor sub-
ring S =< 1 > +T, where T a non-commutative radical subring of S. 
Then, a careful scrutiny of the proof of Lemma 3.4.5, shows that for a unit 
u E R and arbitrary y E R, there exist polynomials q{X) 6 X'^2Z{X] and 
g{X),h{X) 6 XZ[X] such that either 1 - y g(y) = 0 or 1 - ?/ h{y) = 0 or 
[y — y I{y)i A — O- Let a,b eT, then H - a is a unit and there exist polynomials 
q{X) e X^Z[X] and g{X),h{X) e XZ[X] such that either 1 - b g{b) = 0 or 
1 -6^ (6 ) = Oor [l + a,b-q{b)] = 0. Hence by Lemma 3.4.4, T is commutative, 
a contradiction. 
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Finally, suppose that R is a. ring of the type (v), tha t is S =< 1 > +T, 
T a non-commutative subring of S such that T[T, T] = [T, T]T = 0. Let us 
choose a,b E T such that [a,b\ / 0. Also, by property (Pi), we can find the 
polynomials f{X) E X^Z{X] and g{X),h{X) e XZ[X] such that 
0 = {l-{i + a)"'bg{{l+a)"'b)}[{\+a)"'b-{l+arbf{{l + a)"'b),\ + a] 
{\ - {\ + a)"'b h{{\ + a)"'b)} 
= {1 - (1 + a H ^((1 + a)'"b)}[{l + 0 ^ 6 , 1 + a]{l - (1 + a ^ b h{{l + a)'^b) 
=• {1 - (1 + a)"'b g{{l + a)"'b)}\b, 1 + a]{l - (1 + a^f t h{{l + a)"'b)}. 
- [6, a]. 
This is a contradiction, hence R can not be the ring of the type {v). 
Hence, we have seen that no rings of the type (i), (ii), ( in) , {iv) or {v) 
satisfy the property (Pi). Therefore, by Lemma 3.4.2, R is commutative. 
Conversly, if R is commutative, then obviously it satisfies (Pi) . 
Now, let R satisfies the property P2. If P is of the type {i), then there 
exist polynomials f{X) 6 X'^Z{X] and g{X).h{X) E X2Z\X] such that 
{1 - e '^^ ei2 5(6^2^12)}[612622 - 6^2^12 / ( e^e i2 ) , 622] 
= e i 2 ^ 0 . 
Accordingly, no ring of the type (i) satisfy the property (P2). Using similar 
arguments as above, one can show that no rings of the type {ii), {iii), (iv) 
or (v) satisfy the property (P2) and in view of Lemma 3.4.2, we get required 
result. D 
Corollary 3.4.1. Let m. > 0 be a fixed positive integer and let P be a ring 
with unity 1. If for each x,y E R there exists a polynomial f{X) E X'^2Z\X\ 
such that [ar'"y - x^y f{x"'y),x] = 0, then P is commutative. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.4.4. We shall prove the result for property (P3) and proof 
for the property (F4) follows similarly. Suppose that R satisfies the property 
(P3). In view of Lemma 3.4.2, it suffices to show that R can not be the ring 
of the type (i),(u), (m) , {iv) or (w). 
First, we consider the ring of the type [i). Let 
^ = "^^=(0 0) y = ^n+en=(^l J j . 
Then 
[x,xPyx^ - rrV(y)] = [eiueU^n + en)eTi " e'lJicn + e,^)] = - / ( l ) e i 2 ^ 0. 
Hence, R has no factor-subring of the type (i). Now, consider the ring Ma{K), 
a ring of the type (ii) and choose 
Then by our hypothesis, we have 
[x,x^yx^-xy{y)\ = [x^x^e.^x^ - x-f{en)\ 
= [x, xPei2x"'] 
= xP[x, eiaJ.T'" 
= af{a-a{a)){a{a))"'yyi^O, 
for ali integers m > 0, n > 0, p > 0 and f{x) e X^ e 2S[X]. Hence, R has no 
factor-subring of the type (ii). 
Further, let R he a ring of the type {Hi), i.e. R is a non-commutative 
division ring. If x is a unit in R, then for every y E R, we can choose 
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f{X) e X^Z\X] such that [.T-i,.'c-Pyx-"* - x-'^fiy)] = 0-i.e. 
0 = x-^{x-Pyx-"'-x-''f{y))-{x~Pyx-"'-x-''f{y))x-'^ 
= {x-Pyx-"" - .T-"/(?/))a; - x{x-Pyx-^ - x-"/(y)) 
= xP{x~^yx-"^ - x-"f{y))x - x^xix-Pyx'"^ - x'^fiy)) 
= {yx'"" - xPx-'^f{y))x - xiyx'"" - x^x'^'fiy)) 
= a;"(y.T-"' - x-"xPf{y))xx"' - xiyx'"" - x-''x^f{y))x'^ 
= (.T"2/ - xff{y)x"' )x - .T(.T"y - xfj{y)x'^) 
= [x,x-y-x^f{y)x^\ 
Hence, we have 
x^[x,y\=x^\xj{y)]x"'. (*) 
Again, we can choose p{X) E X'^Z{X] such that 
[.T,.TV(2/).T'"-x>(/(y))] = 0. 
This yields 
xnxj{y)]x^ = x"[x,p{f{y))]- (*) 
The comparison of (•) and (*) gives that x^[x,y] = x^[x,p{f{y))], that is 
.x"[ar,7/] = x''[x,q{y)], where q{x) = p{f{X)) € X'^Z[X]. Since x is a unit, 
[x^y] = [x,p(/(y))]. Hence [x,y — p(/(y))] = 0 and so by Lemma 3.4.4, R is 
commutative, which is a contradiction. Hence, R has no factor-subring of the 
type {Hi). 
Finally, suppose that /? is a ring of the type {v), that is S =< 1 > +T, T a 
non-commutative subring of 5" such that T[T, T] = [T, T]T = 0. Let us choose 
a,beT such that [a,b] ^ 0. Then, we can find a polynomial f{X) E X^Z[X] 
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such that 
[a, 6] = (a+ l )P(a , / (6 ) l (a+ i r 
= {a + maJib)] 
= {a + l)P[a, ait^ + a^t^ + + oc^k-i)t*'] 
= (a + \Y{ai\a, t"] + 02(0, t^\ + + a(fc_i)[a,i'=]} 
= (a + l)P{Qi(af^ - t^a) + azlat^ - t ^ + + "(fc-i)(at* - t*a)} 
= (a + l)P{Qi(a^^ - fa^ + tat - t^a) + 02(0^^ - t^at + i^af - t^a) + 
+a(fc_i)(af''" - t'^-'^at + f*-^ai - i'^a)} 
= (a + l)P[Qi{(a^ - ^a)i + t{at - to)] + aa^ai^ - ea)t + ^ (^af - fa)} + 
+a(fc_i){(ai*-' - i*^-ia)i + f^-^ai - ta))] 
= {a^\f[ai{\a,t\t + t[a,t\]+Q2{[aAt + f^\a,t\] + 
= 0 
Hence, [a,i] = 0, a contradiction,thus, R has no factor-subring of the type {y). 
Converse of the result follows trivially. D 
Remark 3.4.1. If the integral exponent m in the properties (Pi) and (P2) are 
allowed to varry with the pair of ring elements x,y E R, i.e. R satisfies either 
of the properties (Pj*) or (Pj*), then a careful scrutiny of the proof of Theorem 
3.4.3 shows that R has no factor-subring of the type (i) or (ii). Thus, in addi-
tion, if R satisfies the property (CH), then by the application of Lemma 3.4.3, 
we get the following : 
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Theorem 3.4.5. Let R he a ring with unity 1 satisfying either of the properties 
(Pi) or (P2)- Moreover, if R satisfies the property (CH), then R is commu-
tative (and conversly). 
Converse of the result follows trivially. 
The following example rules out the possible generalization of the above 
theorems for arbitrary rings. 
0 a b\ 
I a,b,c E Z, ) over the ring of inte-Example 3.4.3. Let R = { \ 0 0 c 
0 0 0 / 
gers Z. Then R satisfies the identity [x'"y — x"*y f{x"^y),x] = 0 for all positive 
integers m > 1. But /? is a non-commutative ring. 
§3.5. 
Now, we generalize our results obtained in section 3.4 to the classes of one 
sided s-unital rings. Infact, we shall prove the following : 
Theorem 3.5.6. Let R ht a left s-unital ring in which for each x,y E R there 
exists a polynomial f{X) 6 X'^Z[X] such that [x"^y — x"* yf{x'^y),x] — 0, 
where m> 0 is a fixed positive integer. Then R is commutative (and conver-
sly). . 
Theorem 3.5.7 Let R be a left s-unital ring satisfying the property {P3), then 
R is commutative. 
Before providing the proof of the above theorems we state the following 
lemma due to Komatsu et all [93]. 
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Lemma 3.5.6. If R is left (resp. rightjs-unital not a right (resp. leftjs-unital, 
then R has a factor-suhring of the type {i)i(resp{i)r). 
Proof of Theorem 3.5.6. If /? is a left s-unital ring satisfying the identity 
[x"^y — x^y f{x"^y), x] = 0, a careful scrutiny of proof of Theorem 3.4.3 shows 
that no ring of the type {i)i satisfy the property [x'^y - x^y f{x"'y),x] = 0. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.5.6, R is right s-unital. Hence, R is s-unital. In view 
of Lemma 3.2.1, we can assume that R has unity 1 and consequently by 
Theorem 3.4.3, R is commutative. D 
Proof of Theorem 3.5.7. If /? is a left s-unital ring satisfying the condition 
(Pz), then a careful scrutiny of the proof of Theorem 3.4.4 shows that no ring 
of the type (i)/ satisfy the property (P3). Thus, by Lemma 3.5.6, R is right 
s-unital. Hence, R is s-unital. In view of Lemma 3.2.1, we can assume that R 
has unity 1 and consequently by Theorem 3.4.4, R is commutative. D 
Using the similar arguments as used in the above theorems we can also 
prove the following : 
Theorem 3.5.8. Let R be a right s-unital ring in which for every el-
ements x,y e R there exists a polynomial f{X) € X^2Z\X] such that 
[yx'^ - x^y f{x"'y),x] = 0, where m. > 0 is a fixed positive integer. Then 
R is commutative (and conversly). 
Theorem 3.5.9. Let R he a right s-unital ring satisfying the condition (P4), 
then R is commutative. 
Theoerem 3.5.10. Let R be a left s-unital ring in which for each x,y e R 
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there exists an integer m — Tn{x, y) > 0 and a polynomial f{X) € X^Z[X] 
such that [x"*y — x"* yf{x"*y),x] = 0. Moreover, R satifies the property (CH), 
then R is commutative (and conversly). 
Proof. If /? is a left s-unital ring satisfying the given polynomial iden-
tity [x"^y — x^y f{x^y),x\ = 0, then a careful scrutiny of the proof of 
Theorem 3.4.5 shows that no ring of the type (i)j satisfies the property 
[x^y — x^y J{x^y),x\ = 0. Hence, by Lemma 3.5.6, R is right s-unital. 
Thus, in view of Lemma 3.2.1, we can assume that R has unity 1 and conse-
quently by Theorem 3.4.5, R is commutative. D 
On the same Hues as we have have done above with a slight modification 
we can also prove : 
Theoerem 3.5.11. Let R he a right s-unital ring in which for each x,y E R 
there exists an integer in — m,{x, y) > 0 and a polynomial f{X) E X'^Z[X] 
such that [yx^ — x^ yf{^^"y)i^] — 0. Moreover, R satifies the property (CH), 
then R is commutative (and conversly). 
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Chapter-4 
Structures Of Certain Rings 
And Near Rings 
§ 4 .1 . Introduction 
In a recent paper [122], Searcoid and MacHale weakend well known 
Boolean condition x = x^ and established that a ring R satisfying the 
polynomial identity xy — [xyf is necessarily commutative. The condition 
xy = [xy)"^ implies the condition xy — xy^x and xy = yx'^y, each of which 
also render a ring commutative. The present chapter concerns with prob-
ing the classes of rings as well as near rings satisfying slightly more general 
polynomial constraints conditions. The conditions under consideration are 
(Pi) xy = y'^ixyYy" and (P2) xy - y"'{yxYy'', where m = rn{x,y) > 0, 
n = n{x,y) > 0 and p = p{x,y) > \. 
In section 4.2, we shall obtain a direct sum decomposition for the rings 
satisfying either of the mentioned conditions and finally prove that such rings 
are necessarily commutative. Section 4.3 begins with a decomposition theorem 
for near rings and by imposing appropriate additional hypotheses, we prove 
that either of the conditions (Pj) or (P2) not only buys commutativity in some 
special classes of near rings but also turns such near rings into rings. 
In the last section, we prove a decomposition theorem for D-near rings 
satisfying any one of the conditions (Pj) or (P2) and commutativity of such 
rings has been established under certain restrictions . At places, suitable ex-
amples are also provided to show that we can not dispence with the restrictions 
imposed in some cases. 
§4 .2 . 
The property x" = x has been among the favourites of many ring theorists 
over the last few decades since Jacobson[79] first studied the commutativity of 
rings satisfying this condition in order to generaHze the classical Weddernburn 
theorem [128]. Further, Searcoid and MacHale [122] studied commutativity 
of rings satisfying the condition (xy)"^^''') = xy. Also Ligh and Luh [100] 
established that, a ring R. satisfying the above condition is direct sum of a 
J-ring and a zero ring. Later, Bell and Ligh [35] obtained a direct sum decom-
position of rings satisfying the related properties like xy = {xyYf{x,y), for 
f{X,Y) € Z{X,Y), the ring of polynomials in two non-commuting indeter-
minates over the ring Z of intrgers. In the present section, we begin with 
the following rings satisfying either of the following properties and establish a 
decomposition theorem which in t\irn allow us to determine the commutativity 
of such rings : 
(Pi) For every x,y G R there exist positive integers m = m{x,y) > 0, 
n = n{x,y) > 0, p = p{x,y) > 1 such that xy — y^{xyYy^. 
(P2) For every x,y G R there exist positive integers m = m{x, y) > 0, 
71 = n{x,y) > 0, p = p{x,y) > 1 such that xy = y'^{yxYy^. 
A ring R is called periodic if for each element x E R vfe can find two dis-
tinct positive integers rn and n such that x"* = a:". It can be easily observed 
that a ring satisfying any one of the properties (Pi) or (P2) is necessarily peri-
odic. It is shown in [27] that, if /? is a periodic ring, then every element x E R 
can be written in the form x = a + u with a E P{R) and u E N{R). In a very 
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surprising structural result, Bell [32] remarked the following. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let R be a periodic ring in which every element x E R has a 
unique representation of the form x ~ a + u, a E P{R), u E N{R), then P{R) 
and N{R) both are ideals and R = P{R) © N{R). 
The following lemma has been borrowed from [27]. 
Lemma 4.2.2. If/? is a periodic ring with all nilpotent elements central, then 
R is commutative. 
Now, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let R be a ring satisfying any one of the conditions (Pi) and 
{P2). Then RN{R) = N{R)R = {0}. 
Proof. Let R satisfy (Pi). Notice that ring satisfying (Pi) is zero-commutative. 
Indeed, if xy = 0 then there exist integers mi = m{y,x) > 0, ni = n{y,x) > 0 
and pi = p{y,x) > 1 such that yx = .T'"'(?/.T)P'a;"' = 0. Replacing y by x in 
condition (Pi), we find that 
^2 ^ ^r+2.s+t^ f^j. ^ij r + 2s + t>4. (4.2.1) 
If u G N{R), then choo.se integers rn* = m.{x,u) > 0, n* = n{x,u) > 0, 
p* = p{x, u) > 1 such that 
XV = u'"'{xuY'u'''. (4.4.2) 
In view of (4.2.1), it can be easily seen that u^ = 0 and hence xu^ = xu = 0. 
Now, zero-commutativity in R yields that ux = 0 for all x E R and u E N{R). 
This yields that 
RN{R) = N{R)R = {0}. (4.2.3) 
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We are now well equiped to prove the following structure theorem of a 
ring with the mentioned conditions. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let R he a ring satisfying either of the properties (Pi) or 
(P2). Then R = P{R) © N{R). 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the case when R satisfies the property 
(Pi). The proof for the condition (P2) follows similarly. 
In view of Lemma 4.2.1, it remains only to show that each element x E R 
has a unique representation of the form x = a + u, where a 6 P{R) and 
u e N{R). Let a + u = b + v ior some a,6 6 P{R) and u,v E N{R). Then, we 
have 
a-b = v-u. (4.2.4) 
Since a,b E P{R) then, tliere exist integers p = p{a) > 1 and q = q{b) > 1 
such that aP — a and 6' = b. Now, we choose an integer 
k = {p-\)q-(p-2)^{q-\)p-{q-2). 
Then 
g/r ^ ^(p-i) ,_(p_2) 
= Q ( P - 1 ) 9 - ( P - 1 ) + 1 
= Q ( P - 1 ) ( 9 - 1 ) + 1 
= (a (p- i ) ) ( ' ' - i )+ i 
= a^^-'^a 
= dF 
= a. 
Hence, it is clear that a'' — a and t^ = b. Notice that e = a!''^ and f = b''~^ 
are idempotents in R with ea = a and fb = fe. Multiplying (4.2.4) by a and 6 
from both the sides and using (4.2.3) to get a^ = ab = ba and b"^ = ab = ba. 
This gives that a^ = b^ and hence e = / . Again multiply (4.2.4) from left by 
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e to get a = b. This completes the proof of our theorem. D 
A ring R satisfying either of the properties (Pi) or (P2) is periodic. In 
view of Lemma 4.2.3, we conclude that the nilpotent elements of R annihilates 
R on both sides and hence central. Hence, /? is a periodic ring with all nilpo-
tent elements central. Thus, by the application of Lemma 4.2.2, we get the 
following. 
Coroljary 4.2.1. Let /? be a ring satisfying either of the properties (Pi) or 
(P2). Then R is commutative. 
§4.3. 
Throughout the chapter, let R denote a left near ring. As usual, N{R) 
and P{R) are the set of nilpotent elements and potent elements of a near ring 
R respectively. 
One of the natural question in this direction may be wheater the analo-
gous hypotheses yield the direct sum decomposition in case of near rings also. 
The following example answers the question in negative. 
Example 4.3.1. Let R = {0,01,02,03,04,05} with addition and multiplication 
tables defined as follows : 
+ 
0 
Ol 
0-2 
as 
04 
as 
0 
0 
Ol 
02 
^3 
04 
05 
Ol 
Ol 
0 
04 
05 
02 
^3 
0.2 
O2 
05 
0 
O4 
03 
Ol 
a-i 
a-j 
04 
Or, 
0 
Ol 
^2 
04 
04 
03 
fll 
02 
O4 
0 
as 
Qs 
02 
as 
Ol 
0 
04 
* 
0 
Ol 
a2 
03 
04 
as 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ol 
0 
Ol 
Ol 
Ol 
0 
0 
a2 
0 
Ol 
Ol 
Ol 
0 
0 
as 
0 
Ol 
Ol 
Ol 
0 
0 
04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
as 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Then {R,+,*) is a commutative near ring satisfying the properties (Pi) and 
{P2). However, P{R) = {0, ai} is not an ideal of R. 
Now, we suply an example which shows that if we replace rings by near 
rings in our Corollary 4.2.1, none of the conditions (Pi) and (P2) buys com-
mutativity. 
Example 4.3.2. Let R — {0, a} with addition and multiplication tables de-
fined as follows : 
+ 
0 
a 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
0 
* 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
a 
a 
a 
Then (/?,+,*) is a non-commutative near ring satisfying (Pi). 
Despite these adverse examples, we can establish a weak decomposition 
theorem in case of near ring. Before providing our theorem, we give the con-
cept of orthogonal sum being introduced by Bell and Ligh [35]. 
Definition 4.3.1. (Orthogonal Sum). A near ring R is said to be an orthog-
onal sum of sub-near rings A and B denoted by R = A + B if AB = BA = {0} 
and every element of R has a unique representation in the form a + b with 
a e A and be B. 
We shall now prove the following structure theorem for near rings. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let R he a. zero-symmetric near ring satisfying either of the 
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conditions (Pi) or {P2). Suppose further that idempotent elements of R are 
multiplicatively central. Then, P{R) is a sub-near ring with {P{R), +) abelian, 
N{R) is a sub-near ring with trivial multiplication and R = P{R) + N{R). 
In order to develope the proof of the above theorem we require the follow-
ing lemmas which are essentially proved in [23jand [35] respectively. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let R he a zero-symmetric near ring satisfying the following 
properties. 
(i) For each x 6 R, there exists a positive integer n{x) > 1 such that x" = x. 
(a) Every non-trivial homomorphic image of R contains a non-zero central 
idempotent. 
Then (/?, +) is commutative. 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let R be a zero-commutative periodic near ring, then 
R = P{R) + N{R). 
Lemma 4.3.6. Let R be a near ring in which idempotent elements are mul-
tiplicatively central. If e and / are any idempotents, then there exists an 
idempotent g such that ge = e and gf = / . 
Now, we prove oiar tlieorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2. Let R satisfy (Pj). Notice that R is zero-
commutative. Indeed, if xy = 0 then there exist integers mi = m.{y, x) > 0, 
n i = n(y,x) > 0 and pi = p{y,x) > 1 such that yx = x""(ya:)P'x"> = 0. 
Replacing y by a; in condition (Pi), we find that 
^2^,^r+2s+t^ for all r + 2s + t>4. (4.3.5) 
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If u e N{R) then making repeated use of (4.3.5), we get u^ = 0. Now for 
any x e R, hy condition (Pi), we have xu = u'"'(xu)*'u'' = 0. But, zero-
commutativity of R implies that ux = 0, for u E N{R) and x e R. Hence 
RNiR) = N{R)R = {0}. (4.3.6) 
In view of (4.3.6) the nilpotent elements of R annihilate R on both sides and 
hence, in particular {N{R)f = {0} and N{R) C Z{R). Replacing y by x in 
condition (Pi), we see that R is periodic. Hence every element a; € /? can be 
expressed in the form .T = a + 6 where a € P{R) and 6 € N{R) by Lemma 
4.3.5. Next, we show that P{R) is a sub-near ring. Let a, 6 6 P{R) and choose 
integers p = p(a) > 1 and q = q{b) > 1 such that a^ = a and f = b. Let 
jt = (p — l)qf — (p — 2) "= {q — l)p — {q — 2). Then, it is clear that a^ = a and 
6* = 6. Note that e = a^"^ and / = b''~^ are idempotents in R with ea = a 
and fb - b. Using {Pi), we get 
ab = eafb = {ab){ef) = {efr{abefY{efr, 
for some positive integeis m = m{ab,ef) > 0, n = n{ab,ef) > 0 and 
p = p{ab,ef) > I. Thus, we find that ab — {aby. Hence ab 6 P{R)- Moreover, 
since R/N{R) has .r^ = .r property, we have an integer j > \ such that 
{a-by = a-b-u, ueN{R). (4.3.7) 
Using Lemma 4.3.6, we can choose an idempotent g for which ge = e and 
gf = / • Therefore, ga = a and gb = b. Now multiplying (4.3.7) by g, we have 
{a-by = a-b that is a - b E P{R). Also by the application of Lemma 4.3.4, 
{P{R), +) is abelian. 
Trivially, P{R) D N{R) = {0}. Let a + ti ^ 6 + u, where a, 6 € F(7?) and 
t^,v 6 N{R). Then a - 6 = t; - « e P(/?) n N{R) = {0}. Which yields that 
a = b and u = V. Hence /? = P{R) + N{R). D 
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The proof runs on the same Unes if R satisfies condition (P2)-
We now attempt to estabHsh the commutativity of a restricted class of 
near rings under the given conditions thus extending the result of Corollary 
4.2.1. Infact, we prove the following : 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let R he a distributively generated {d—g) near ring satisfying 
any one of the properties {P\) or [P^)- Then, R is commutative. 
In order to develope the proof of the above theorem, we require following 
results proved in [55] and [25]. 
Lemma 4.3.7. Let R he a distrihutively genetated near ring, then R is dis-
tributive if and only if R^ is additively commutative. 
Lemma 4.3.8. / / R is a distributively genetated near ring in which nilpotent 
elements are central, then the set N{R) of nilpotent elements is an ideal 
Lemma 4.3.9. Let R he a distrihutively genetated near ring with its nilpotent 
elements lying in the center. Then, the set N{R) of nilpotent elements forms 
an ideal and if R/N{R) is periodic, then R is necessarily commutative. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.3. Since a distributively generated near ring is always 
zero-symmetric. Hence, in view (4.3.6), we coclude that nilpotent elements an-
nihilate R on both sides. In particular, nilpotent elements are central. Thus, 
in view of Lemma 4.3.9. the set N{R) of nilpotent elements is a two sided ideal 
which in turn, togather with Lemma 4.3.10, proves our theorem. D 
If in addition we impose some more conditions on near rings, then such 
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rings turn out to be commutative rings. 
Theorem 4.3.4. Let R be a distributively generated near ring satisfying any 
one of the properties (Pi) or {P2). If R^ = R, then R is a commutative ring. 
Proof. In view of onr Theorem 4.3.3, a distributively generated near ring 
satisfying any one of the properties (Pi) or (P2) is commutative. Thus, for any 
X, y.z € R, we have 
(.T + y)z = z{x + y) 
xz + yz = zx + zy. 
This implies that R is distributive and hence by Lemma 4.3.7, R? is additively 
commutative. Now, /?^ — R yields that R is also additively commutative. 
Hence, /? is a commutative ring. • 
Theorem 4,3.5. Let R be a strongly distributively generated near ring satis-
fying any one of the properties (Pi) or (P2). Then R, is a commutative ring. 
Proof. By our Theorem 4.3.3. /? is a commutative strongly distributively gen-
erated near ring in which every element is distributive. By Lemma 4.3.7, R^ 
is additively commutative. Hence, the additive group (P, +) of the strongly 
distributively generated near ring is also commutative and hence P is a com-
mutative ring. • 
Corollary 4.3.2. Let R be a distributively generated near ring xuith unity 1 sat-
isfying either of the properties (Pj) or (Pj). Then, R is a commutative ring. 
Proof. Application of Theorem 1.4.5, togather with our Theorem 4.3.3 yields 
the required result. D 
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We now provide an example which shows that in the hypotheses of The-
orem 4.3.2, the centrality of idempotents is not superfluous. 
Example 4.3.3. Let R 
defined as follows : 
{0, a, 6, c} with addition and multiplication tables 
+ 
o 
a 
b 
c 
o 
o 
a 
b 
c 
a 
a 
o 
c 
b 
b 
b 
c 
o 
o 
c 
c 
b 
a 
a 
* 
o 
a 
b 
c 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
a 
o 
a 
a 
a 
b 
o 
b 
b 
b 
c 
o 
c 
c 
c 
It can be easily verified that (/?, +,*) is a near ring satisfying both the condi-
tions (Pi) and {Pi)- However, the set P{R) = {0,a,b} is not a sub-near ring. 
§4.4. 
Example 4.3.3 strenghtens the idempotent elements to be central in the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.3.2. Despite the existence of such adverse observa-
tions we need not give up the possibility of extending our Theorem 4.3.2 for 
some wider classes of near rings that called £>-near rings. In 
this direction, we prove the following decomposition theorem under the men-
tioned conditions for D-aear rinjrs. 
Theorem 4.4.6. Let R he a zero-symmetric D-near ring satisfying either of 
the conditions (Pi) or (P2). Then P{R) is a sub-ring, N{R) is a sub-near ring 
with trivial multiplication and R = P{R) + N{R). 
In order to develop the proof of our theorem, we shall make the use of the 
following preliminary results essentially proved in [23], [24] and [121] respec-
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tively. 
Lemma 4.4.11. Let Rhea zero-symmetric near ring having no non-zero nilpo-
tent elements. Then, every distributive idempotent is multipHcatively central. 
Lemma 4.4.12. Let /? be a periodic near ring with unity 1. If N{R) C Z{R), 
then ( /? ,+) is abeUan. 
Lemma 4.4.13. If /? is a zero-commutative near ring, then N{R) is an ideal 
oi R. 
Now, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.14. Let R be a zero-symmetric D-near ring. If for each x ^ R 
there exists a positive integer n(.T) > 1 such that x" = x, then R\s a commu-
tative ring. 
Proof. Since /? is a D-near ring, then every non-zero homomorphic image of 
R coiitains a non-zero distributive element say a. Choose m = 171(0) > 1 such 
that a"* = a so that o"""^ is a distributive idempotent. Also, since R 
has no non-zero nilpotent elements then application of Lemma 4.4.11 yields 
that a"*"^ is a distributive central idempotent. Hence, by Lemma 4.3.4, {R, +) 
is abelian. This togather with the fact that R is a D-near ring implies that R 
is a ring. D 
Proof of Theorem 4,4.6. Let R satisfy condition (Pi). In view of Lemma 
4.4.13, R/N is a D-near ring being the homomorphic image of R. Choose 
positive integers mi,ni and px siich that x^ = x""+"'+?> for x 6 R/N, so that 
X ( . T " " + " ' + P ' - I - x ) = 0. Since R/N has no non-zero divisors, i"»i+"i+Pi-i = x 
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for X e R/N. Hence, R/N is a commutative ring by Lemma 4.4.14 and 
consequently 
C{R) C N{R) C Z{R). 
Let e be an idempotent in R. Then e{xe-ex) = 0 by using (3.2)-i.e. exe = ex 
for all X e R. Also by condition (Pi) there exist integers r = r (x ,e) > 0, 
s = s(x,e) > 0 and t = ?{.r,e) > 1 such that xe = e'"{a;e)*e*. Multiplying by 
e on the left, we get exe = xe. Hence ex = xe for all x E R. For rest of the 
proof, argue in the similar manner as we have done in proof of Theorem 4.3.2. 
The proof of the theorem can be develpoe on the same lines if R satisfies 
the property (F2). D 
Let Rhe a D-near ring satisfying the condition. Then in view of (4.3.6), 
we find that nilpotent elements annihilate R on both sides and hence cen-
tral that is N{R) C Z{R). Also for any x E R, we can choose an integer 
m. = Tn{x) > 1 such that .T^ = x'',r > 4, thus R is periodic near ring with 
unity 1, hence by Lemma 4.4.12. ( /?,+) is abehan. Now, by the definition of 
D-near ring, R turns out to be a ring with central nilpotent elements. Thus. 
in view of Lemma 4.2.2. /? is a commutative ring. Summing up all these facts. 
we enunciate the following : 
Theorem 4.4.7. Let /? be a D-near ring with unity 1. Suppose further that 
R satisfies either of the conditions (Py) or {P2). Then R is commutative. 
Example 4.2.1 shows that one can not get a direct sum decomposition 
under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4.6. 
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Chapter-5 
Generalized Derivations In 
Prime Rings 
§ 5.1. introduction 
In 1957, E, C. Posiier(lll] established two very striking results concerning 
derivations which attracted a wide circle of mathematicians. These results un-
der reference state that (i) let /? be a prime ring of characterstic different from 
two and di, d^ derivations of R such that the iterate ^1^2 is also a derivation, 
then one atleast of di, d-2 is zero, {ii) if d is a derivation of a prime ring R 
such that for every element x of the ring, [x,d{x)] E Z{R), then either the 
ring is necessarily commutative or d is zero. There has also been considerable 
interest in investigating commutativity of rings, more often that of prime and 
semi-prime rings admiting the mappings which are centralizing or commuting 
on an appropriate subset of R. The notion of derivation has been general-
ized in various directions such as semi-derivation, {a, T)-derivation and Jordan 
derivation etcetera. Very recently. Bojari Havala[58] has initiated the algebraic 
study of so called generalized derivation, a function more general than deriva-
tion and extended some rsults concerning derivations to generalized derivations 
including Posner's theorem mentioned above. We continue similar study in the 
present chapter. 
In section 5.2, we recall some definitions and known results related to our 
s tudy in this chapter. Recently Daif and Bell [50] explored the commuta-
tivity of prime and semi-prime rings admiting a derivation d which satisfies 
(i) xy + d{xy) = yx + d{yx) or {ii) xy - d{xy) = yx - d{yx) for all ring ele-
ments X and y. We generalize this result for generalized derivations in section 
5.3 and section 5.4. The chapter is concluded with a theorem on skew com-
muting derivations in prime rings. Although this theorem is not concerning to 
generalized derivation but it has its independent significance. 
§5.2. 
Let us begin our disscusion with some preliminary definitions and remarks 
with a view to making our text as much self contained as possible. 
Definition 5.2.1 (Centralizing And Commuting Function).Let A he a 
subset of R. A function / : R —> R is said to be centralizing on A if 
[fix),x] eZ{R), for aWxeR. 
In particular, / is said to be commuting on A if {/{x), x] = 0 for all x E A. 
Definition 5.2.2 (Skew Centralizing And Skew Commuting Function). 
Let A he a subset of /?. A function / ; R —> R is said to be skew centralizing 
on A if xf{x) + J{x)x e Z{R), for all x e R. 
In particular, / is said to be skew commuting on A if xf{x) + f{x)x ~ 0 
for all X E A. 
Definition 5.2.3. (Derivation). An additive mapping d : R —^ R is said to 
be a derivation if it satisfies d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y E R. 
For a fixed element a E R, the function d: R —^ R given by d(x) = [x, a], 
for all X e i? is a drivation which is generally called inner derivation and usu-
ally denoted by /„. 
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Example 5.2.1. ^ = ( ( " ^ ] I a,6,c,rf e ^ ^ ( 2 ) 1 be the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices over GF{2). Define a mapping d : R —* R 
a b\ ^ ( 0 -b 
c d j I c 0 
Then, it can be verified that rf is a derivation on R. 
In the theory of operater algebras, an additive function FQ_(, : x —* aa:+i6, 
where a and b are fixed elements plays an important role. One can easily ob-
serve tha t such a map may be considered as a generalization of inner derivation 
la : X —> ax — xa and as such is termed as generalized inner derivation or 
alternatively inner generalized derivation. Further, for any x,y E R 
~ (ax + xb)y — xby + {xy)b 
= Fa,b[x)y + x{yb - by) 
= Fa,bir)y + xlb 
This leads to formulate the following definition. 
Definition 5.2.4. (Generalized Derivation) An additive mapping 
^ '• R —* R is called a generalized derivation if there exists a derivation 
d: R — * R such that F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y E R. 
As observed in(58], the concept of generalized derivations covers both the 
concept of derivation as well as of generalized inner derivation. Moreover, gen-
eralized derivations with d = Q deal the concept of left multipliers. 
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§5.3. 
During past few decades, there has been an ongoing interest concerning 
the relationship between the commutativity of a ring and the existence of cer-
tain specific types of derivations of R. In the year 1992, Daif and Bell (50 ] 
established that if in a semiprime ring R there exists a nonzero ideal I of R and 
a derivation d such that d{[x,y\) = \x,y], for all x,y E I then / C Z{R). It is 
natural to ask the question as to what we can if the derivation d is replaced by 
a generalized derivation F. We succeeded in establishing the following result 
for prime rings involving a lie ideal in place of ideal. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a non-zero lie 
ideal of R such that u^ E U , for allu E U. If R admits a generalized derivation 
F associated with a non-zero derivation d such that F[\u,v\) = \u,v\ for all 
U,VEU, thenU C Z{R). 
In order to develope the proof of our theorem we require the following 
lemmas essentially proved in [42]. 
Lemma 5.3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring. lfU% Z{R) is a lie ideal 
of R and for any a,b E R, aUb = 0 then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Lemma 5.3.2. Let R be a 2-t.orsion free prime ring and U be a non-zero 
lie ideal of R. If d is non-zero derivation on R such that d{U) = 0, then 
U C Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1. For all u,v E U, we have 
F{[u,v]) = [u,v\. 
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If F = 0 then we get [u,v\ = 0 for all u,v eU. Replacing v by [u,r], we get 
[u, (u, r]] = 0 for all u e U, r e R. 
Again replacing 7" by rs to get [u, \u,rs\\ = 0 for all u € f/ and r,s E R i.e. 
[u, [u,r]]s + r{u, [u,s]] + 2[u,r][u,s] = 0 for all u eU and r,s E R. 
Which gives 2[u,r][T/,s] = 0 for all u € f/ and r,s E R. Using characterstic 
assumption on R, we obtain 
[w,?-j[u,s] = 0, for all uEU,r,sER. 
Finally, replacing s by sr to get, [u,r]s[u, r] = 0, hence [u,r]/?[u,r] = (0) for 
aWuE U and r E R. Thus, primeness of R forces that [u,r] = 0 which in turn 
implies that 
U C Z{R). 
Therefore, now onward we assume that F ^ 0. Suppose on contrary that 
U % Z{R). For any u.v E U we have 
F{\u,v\) = \u,v\. 
This can be written as 
F{u)v + ud{v) - F{v)u-vd{u)- [u,i;] = 0 V u ,u 6 U. (5.3.1) 
Notice that vw->t-wv = {v ^ w)"^ - v^ - w'^, for all v,w EU. Since u^ E U for 
aW UEU gives that vw + iuv E U. Also vw - wv E U for &\\v,w EU. Hence 
we find that 
'2vw E U for all v,w E U. 
Replacing v by 2vw in (5.3.1) and using the fact that characterstic of R is 
different from two, we obtain 
F{u)viiJ + 2ld{v)^lJ + uvd{w) - F{v)wu - vd{w)u 
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—vwd{u) — v[u,w] — [u,v]w — 0 for all u^v^w E U. 
Application of (5.3.1) yields 
F{v)uw + vd(u)w + uvd{w) — F{v)wu — vd{w)u — vwd{u) — fftijif] = 0. 
This can be written as 
F{v){u,w] + v\d{u),w] + \u,v]d{w) + v{u,d{w)] - v[u,w] = 0. (5.3.2) 
Again replacing w by 2ii;u in (5.3.2) and using the two torsion free condition 
on R we obtain 
F{v)lu, w]u + vw[d{u),u] + v\d{u), w]u + [u, v]d{w)u + [u, v]wd{u) 
+v[u, d{w)]u + vw[u, d{u)] + v[u, w]d{u) — v[u, w]u, for all u,v,w E U. 
Now, on comparision with (5.3.2) yields 
[u,v\xi:d[u) + D[u,K;](i(u) = 0 V u,f ,ii; 6 C/. (5.3.3) 
Finally, replace v by 'IviV in (5.3.3) to get 
[u,v\\vwd{u) = 0 for all u,v,Vi,w € U, 
which gives [w,i'i]i'[ry,?i;i]d(u) = 0, for all u,v,Vi,w,Wi € U and hence 
[u,Vi]U[v},Wi]d{u) — (0) for all u,Vi,w,Wi G U. 
Application of Lemma 5.3.1 yields either 
[7/,t'i]= 0 or [w,Wi]d{u) = 0. 
The set of all u 6 f/ for which these two properties hold are additive subgroups 
of U whose union is U therefore, (u, fi] = 0 for all u £ U or [w,Wi]d{u) = 0 
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for all w,WieU. If [u,Vi\ = 0, for all u,VieU. Using the same argument as 
used in the begining of the proof of the theorem, we get 
U C Z{R), 
a contradiction. On the other hand if 
{io,iUi]d{u) = 0 for all w,Wi 6 U. 
Replacing Wi by 2w2Wi and using the fact that CharR ^ 2, we get 
{iu,v}2\\uid{u) = 0 for all w,wi,W2 € U. 
Hence, for each Wi 6 W, we get 
[iu,W2]Ud{u) = (0). 
Again by the application of Lemma 5.3.1 we have either [i/;,i«2] = 0, for all 
v},W2 eU or d{u) = 0 for all uE U. If {w,W2\ = 0, for all w,W2 E U, we get 
U C Z{R), 
a contradiction. On the other hand if d{u) = 0 for all u E U, which in turn 
implies by the application of Lemma 5.3.2 
U C Z{R), 
again a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. D 
A slight modification in the proof of above the theorem yields : 
Theorem 5.3.2 Let R he a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a non-zero lie 
ideal of R such that u^ e U for allueU. If R admits a generalized derivation 
F associated with a non-zero derivation d such that F{[u, v]) + [u, v]-Q for all 
T2 
u,veU, thenU CZ{R). 
If we replace the commutator [u, v] by the anti-commutator {u o v) in the 
above theorem, then result still holds. 
Theorem 5.3.3. Let R he a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a non-zero lie 
ideal of R such that u^ e U for allu E U. If R admits a generalized derivation 
F associated tvith a non-zero derivation d such that F{uov) = [uov) for all 
u.veU, thenU C Z{R). 
Proof : U F — 0 then we have 
nov = 0, for all u,v eU. (5.3.4) 
Replacing v by 2vw in (5.3.4) and using it we get 
2?'[ ' ' ,H = 0, for all u,v,w 6 U. 
This implies that i;(u,i('] = 0, for all u,v,w 6 U. Again replacing v by [u,r], 
to get 
[?i,7-][7/.ii)] = 0, for all u,w E U,r E R. 
For any s E R, replacing r by rs, we get [u,r]/?[?x,w] = (0) for all u,w E U 
and r E R. Thus, in pai ticular we have 
[?/,?/')/?[«,If] = (0) for all U,WEU. 
Thus, primeness of R yields that 
[?/, u)] = 0, for all u,w E U. 
Note that the arguments given in the begining of the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 
are still valid in the present situation and hence we get the required result. 
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Therefore, now onward we assume that F ^0. Suppose on contrary that 
U 2 Z{R). For any n,v e U we have 
F{uov) = uov. 
This can be written as 
F{u)v + ud{v) + F{v)u + vd{u) - uov = 0^ u,v eU. (5.3.5) 
Replacing v by 2t;u and using the fact that characterstic of R is different from 
two, we find that 
F{u)vu + ud{v)u + itvd{xt) + F(v)u'^ + vd{u)u + vud{u) -uov = 0"^ u,v E U, 
hence apphcation of (5.3.5) gives that (u o v)d{u) = 0 for all u, v 6 U. Again 
replacing v by 2wv, to get \u,iu]vd{u) = 0 for all u,v,w E U and hence 
\v, w]Ud{u) = (0), for all U,WEU,. 
Thus, for each u E U by Lemma 5.3.1. we have either {u,w] = 0 or d{u) - 0. 
Now, let UI = {UEU \ \n, w\ = 0, for a.\\ w E U}, U2 = {u E U \ d{u) = 0}. 
Then Ui and U2 both are additive subgroups of U and UiD U2 = U. Thus, 
either Ui = U or U2 = U. If t/j = f/, then [u,w] — 0, for all u, tf 6 t/. Hence 
using the same arguments as used in the begining of the proof of Theorem 
5.2.1, we get U C Z{R). a contradiction. On the other hand if U2 = U, then 
d{u) = 0, for all u E U and again by Lemma 5.3.2, we get a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the the theorem. D 
Using the same technique as employed in the proof of the above theorem 
with necessary variations, we can prove the following : 
Theorem 5.3.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a no-nzero lie 
ideal of R such that u^ e U for all uEU. If R admits a generalized derivation 
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F associated with a non-zero derivation d such that F{u ov) + {uov) = 0 
far all u,veU, then U C Z{R). 
§5.4. 
In the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.3, we have used the 
characterstic restriction on the ring. However, the result holds even without 
the characterstic assumption on R provided underlying subset of R is an ideal 
in place of lie ideal. 
We begin with the following well known results extracted from [34] and 
[104] respectively. 
Lemma 5.4.3. Let R he a prime ring and I be a nonzero right ideal of R. If 
d is a nonzero derivation on R , then d is nonzero on I. 
Lemma 5.4.4. If a prime ring R contains a non-zero commutative right ideal, 
then R is commutative. 
Indeed, we shall prove the following : 
Theorem 5.4.5. Let R he a prime ring and I be a non-zero ideal of R. If R 
admits a generalized derivation F associated with a non-zero derivation d such 
that F{\x,y]) = [x,y\ for all x,y e I, then R is commutative. 
Proof. If F = 0, then [x,y] = 0 for all x,y e I this implies that / is commu-
tative. So, R is also commutative. Hence, We may assume that F is non-zero. 
For any x^y E I, we have 
F([.T,y]) = [.T,y], 
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which gives 
F{x)y + xd{7j) - F{y)x - yd{x) - [x, y) = 0 V x, y 6 / . (5.4.6) 
Replacing y by yz in (5.4.6), we get 
F{x)yz + xd{y)z + xyd{z) - F{y)zx - yd{z)x - yzd{x) - y\x, z] - (x, y]z = 0. 
Comparing with (5.4.6) we obtain 
F{y)xz + yd{x)z + xyd{z) - F{y)zx - yd{z)x - yzd{x) - y[x, z] = 0. 
This can be written as 
F{y)[x,z] + y{d{x),z\ + {T,y\d{z) + y[x,d{z)]-y[x,z] = 0'ix,y,zeI. (5.4.7) 
Again replacing z by zx in (5.4.7) we obtain 
F(y)[x, z]x + yz[d{x),x] + y[d{x), z]x + [x, y]d{z)x + [x, y]zd{x) 
+y[x,d{z)\x + yz{x,d{x)] + y[x,z]d{x) -y[x,z]x = 0, for all x,y,z e I. 
Which when compared with (5.4.7) yields 
[x,y]zd{:r) + y[x,z]d{x) = 0, for all x,y,z e / . (5.4.8) 
Finally, replacing y by yiy in (5.4.8) we obtain,[x,yi]t/2rrf(x) = 0 for all 
X,y,z E I and hence 
[.T,?y,]y/?/d(.r) = (0), for all x,y,zel. 
Thus, primeness of R forces that for each x E I either 
Id{x) = iO) a,- [.T,yi]y = 0. 
The set of all x € / for which these two properties hold are additive subgroups 
of / whose union is / tlierefore, Id{x) = (0) for all x € / or [x, yi]y = 0, for all 
^.y\,y e / . If 
Id{x) = (0), for all X 6 / , 
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this implies d{x) - 0, because / 7^  (0), consequently by Lemma 5.4.3, d = 0, a 
contradiction. On the other hand if 
(•'c.yily = 0, for all j/i,y 6 / , 
this gives [a:,t/i]i?/ = (0). since R is prime and / / (0), we get 
[.T,?/i] = 0, for all x,z/i e / . 
. Hence by the application of Lemma 5.4.4, R is commutative. • 
Using the same technique as above with slight modifications, we can also 
prove the following : 
Theorem 5.4.6. Lti R he a prime ring and I a non-zero ideal of R. If R 
admits a generalized derivation F associated vnth a non-zero derivation d such 
that F{[x^y\) + [x,y\ = 0 for all x,y e I, then R is commutative. 
If we replace the commutator [.T, y] by anti-commutator {xoy) in the above 
theorem, then also the result holds. 
Theorem 5.4.7. Let R he a prime ring and J be a non-zero ideal of R. If R 
admits a generalized derivation F associated with a non-zero derivation d such 
that F{x oy) - xoy fen- all x, y E I, then R is commutative. 
Proof. For any x,y E I, we have 
F{x oy) = X oy. 
If F = 0, then xoy = 0, for all x,y E I. Replacing y by yz and using the 
fact that xy = -yx, we find that y[x,z] = 0 for all x,y,z E I and hence 
IR{x,z] = {0), for all x,z E I. 
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Since / 7^  (0), and R is prime, we get \x,z\ = 0, for all x,z e I and conse-
quently by the application of Lemma 5.4.4, R is commutative. 
Hence, onward we assume that F ^ 0. For any x,y E I, we have 
F{x oy) = xoy. 
This can be written as 
F{x)y + xd{y) + F{y)x + yd{x) - x oy = 0^ x,y e I. (5.4.9) 
Replacing y by yx in (5.4.9), we get 
F{x)yx+xd{y)x + xyd{x) + F{y)x^ + yd{x)x + yxd{x)-{xoy)x = 0^x,y e I. 
Application of (5.4.9) gives 
(.T o y)d{x) = 0 y x,y E I. 
Replace y by zy in the above expression we get, [x, z]yd{x) = 0, for all 
X, y,z E I, hence 
[.T, z\IRd{x) = (0), for all x,zEl. 
Thus, primeness of R forces that for each x E I either d{x) = 0 or [x, z]I = (0) 
for all x,z E I. The set of x E I for which these two properties hold are 
additive subgroups of / whose union is / and therefore d{x) = 0 for all 2: 6 / 
or [x, z]I = (0), for all .r, z E I. U d{x) = 0, for all x E I, then by Lemma 5.4.3, 
rf = 0, a contradiction . On the other hand if [x,z]I = (0), for all x,z E I, 
hence 
[x,z]RI = iO). 
Since'7 ^ (0), we find that [x,z] = 0, for all x,z E I. By the apphcation of 
Lemma 5.4.4, R is commutative. D 
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Similarly the following can also be proved : 
Theorem 5.4.8. Let R he a prime ring and I a non-zero ideal of R.If R admits 
a generalized derivation F associated tvith a non-zero derivation d such that 
F{x oy)+xoy = 0 J(»- all x, y E I, then R is commutative. 
We now provide an example which shows that in the hypothesis of the 
Theorem 5.3.5, if we replace prime ring by semi-prime ring then R may be 
badly non-commutative, even it admits a derivation. 
Example 5.4.2. Let Ri — TZ^ fA'], the ring of all polynomials over the field 7?. of 
real numbers and d\ be the usual derivative function which defines a derivation 
on 'R\X\ namely 
rfi(ao-l-aix-ha2a:^ + a3.r^ + +a„a:") = oi + 2a2a:-|-Soax^ + + na„x""^ 
Ftirther, let 
R2 = \\ . . I I fi, 6, c, rf 6 .^, the ring of integers > , 
be a non-commutative prime ring. It is straight forward to check that 
d^ '• R —> R given by 
, { a 2b\ f Q -2b\ 
"^'[c d ) = [c 0 ) 
is also a derivation on /?2. Consider R = Ri ® R2, so that F = rfi © rfj is a 
derivation on R. The semi-prime ring R satisfies the hypothesis of the Theo-
rem 5.4.5 However, R is not commutative. 
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§5.5. 
Though the theorem obtained here is not related to generalized derivation 
but it has its independent worth. Recently, Bell an Lucier [41] proved the 
following : 
Theorem 5.5.9. let fi he a 2-torsion free semi-prime ring , U be a nonzero 
left ideal of R and d a derivation on R. If d is skew commuting on U, then 
d{U) = (0). 
We extend the above resialt replacing one sided ideal by a lie ideal. Indeed, 
we prove. 
Theorem 5.5.10. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a non-zero 
lie ideal of R such that x^ G U for all x EU and d is a derivation on R. If d 
is skew commuting on V, then U C Z{R). 
The following lemma due to Herstein [71] is pertinent for developing the 
proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 5.5.5. Let R he a ring with no non-zero nilpotent ideal in which 
2.T = 0 imphes that x = 0. Suppose that U ^ (0) is both a lie ideal and a 
subring of R. Then either U C Z{R) or V contains a non-zero ideal of R. 
Proof of Theorem 5.5.10. Since d is skew commuting on f/, we have 
xd{x) + d{x)x = 0 for all a; e f/, 
i.e.- d{x)ox = 0 for all x € V. This on linearization gives 
d{x) oy + d{y) o a: = 0, for all x,yeU. (5.5.10) 
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Suppose on contrary to our claim, U % Z{R)in the theorem Notice that 
yz + zy = {y + zf -y"^ - z^ for all y,zeU. 
Since x^ eU for all x eU gives that yz + zy € U. Also yz - zy e U for all 
y,z E U. Hence we find that 
•2yz € U for all y,z eU. 
Replacing y by 2yz in (5.5.10) and using the fact that ChR ^ 2 we find 
(d(rr) o y)z - y\d{x), z] + {d{y)z + yd{z)) o x = 0, i.e. 
{d{x) o y)z - y[d{x), z] + {d{y) o x)z + d{y)[z,x\ + {y o x)d{z) + y[d{z),x\ = 0 
for all x,y,z E U. Application of (5.5.10) yields 
d{y)\z,x\ + {yox)d{z)-y\d{x),z\-\-y[d{z),x]^Q, for all a:,y,z e f/. (5.5.11) 
Again replacing z by 2zx in (5.5.11)and using the fact that ChR 7^  2 we get 
d{y)[z, x\x + {y o x)d{z)x + (y o x)zd{x) — yz[d{x), x] 
-y[d{x),z\x + y[d{z),x\x + yz[d{x),x\ + y\z,x\d{x) = 0, for all x,y,z E U. 
Application of(5.5.11) yields 
(y o x)zd{x) + y[z, x\d{x) = 0, for all .T, y.zeU, 
which gives 
[xyz -f yzx)d{x) = 0 for all x,y,z eU. 
This can be written as {x o yz)d{x) = 0, which implies 
y{x o z)d{x) + [x, y]zd{x) = 0, for all a:, y, z e U. (5.5.12) 
Now, replacing y by 27/,y in (5.5.12) and using the hypothesis we obtain 
(•-p,yi\yzd{x) = 0 for all .T,y,yi,zeU. 
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Substituting [z, r] for z we have 
[x,yi]y[z,r\d{x) = 0, for all x,y,yuz e U, r E R. 
This implies [x,yi]Ilz,r]d{x) = (0). By the application of Lemma 5.2.1, we 
get either 
\x,y,] = 0 or \z,r]d{x) = 0. 
If [3;,!/i] = 0, for all x,yi e U, then using the same argument as in the proof 
of Lemma 5.3.5, we get 
U C Z{R), 
a contradiction. On the other hand if 
\z, r\d[x) = 0, for all x,zeI,reR. 
Then by replacing r by r^r we get [z,r]rid{x) = 0 and hence 
\z,r]Rd{x) ^ {0). 
Thus, primeness of R forces that either [z, r] = 0 or d{x) = 0. If [z, r] = 0, 
then for a\\ z E U . T E R we have 
U C Z{R), 
a contradiction. On the other hand if d{x) = 0, for all x 6 / then by the 
application of Lemma 5.2.2, we get 
U C Z{R), 
again a contradiction. Hence, in every case U in central. This completes the 
proof of our theorem. D 
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